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New School Deseg regation
Order Hits Touchy Dixie Issue
Illy AL KUETTNER
ATLANTA — (UPI) — The
U.S. Office of Education is
touching on one of the most sen-
sitive issues of school desegrega-
tion in insisting that all sys-
tems with biracial faculties inte-
grate the teaching staff of each
school.
That ruling issued Monday
applies to the opening of the fall
term this year. Failure to com-
ply with faculty desegregation
apparently will endangi-:r a sys-1
tern's continued receipt of fed-
eral education funds.
The new education guide-
lines specified that the U.S.
Commissioner of Education
"may" approve a different pat-
tern of faculty distribution, but
that "in general school systems
with biracial faculties must as-
sign the staff in such a way
as to produce some faculty Inte-
gration in every school."
Negro teachers have cam-
paigned several years to elimi-
nate discrimination at the facul-
ty level. This hag centered in
efforts to merge white and Ne-
gro teacher organizations and
to insure that Negro teachers
get the same salary scale as
white instructors.
Dr. Horace Tate, executive
secretary of the Georgia Teach-
ers Education Association (Ne-
gio), recently charged that most
of the state's school systems
discriminate in teachers' pay.
One of the most thorough
checks on the faculty desegre-
gation situation is provided by
the Southern Education Report-
ing Service which has kept up
with school trends for 12 years.
Latest report shows:
ALABAMA — Segregation of
faculties is the general rule, but
Austin R. Meadows, state super-
intendent of education, reports
some isolated transfers of Ne-
gro teachers to white schools in
North Alabama where Negro
schools were closed to "facili-
tate desegregation" and where
the Negro population is low.
ARKANSAS — Little Rock bad
four white teachers employed
in predominantly Negro schools
and four Negroes teaching in
mainly white schools.
GEORGIA — Atlanta and,
Lumpkin County have, desegre-
gated teaching staffs.
KENTUCKY — The State
commision on human rights re-
ports hi-racial faculties "work-
ing well," but many superin-
tendents do not plan to hire
Negro teachers. The commis-
sion said last year that 55 to 60
Negro teachers or administra-
tors had lost their jobs because
of race.
TENNESSEE — At least 44
districts have desegregated
teaching staffs.
$12,000 Scholarship 6,000 To Help
Won By BTW Student In Arthritis
A Booker T. Washington High Winning recognition for ace-
School student has been award-
ed a scholarship worth $12,000
and has selected Lake Forest
College at Lake Forest, Ill., for
his studies toward a degree in for Algebra II contest as a
mathematics. I junior. His scores were in the
Thi student is Robert Sauls- 90 percentile.
berry, son of Mrs. Minnie Sauls- The student is especially
berry of 852-C Porter St. proud of his acceptance at Lake
Forest College, for the school
Is admitting only 325 freshmen
to teh class of 1970. Already he
has set the date of his arrival
on the campus of the school:
Sept. 15, 1966.
During his junior eyar, he was
recommended to several col-
leges by the National Scholar-
ship Service ano Fund for Ne-
gro Students on the basis of
scores he had made on the
PSAT Test.
He was urged to take the Col-
lege Board Test in December,
and after his scores were
made known, he was inter-
viewed by a representative
from Lake Forest College.
A spokesman from the school
said, "His scores on the
Achievement Test in English,
American History-Social Stud-
ies, and Mathematics are en-
viable."
After he was notiped of the
scholarship, which, in addition
to the tests, was awarded to
him on the basis of teacher rec-
ommendations, he notified other
schools to which te had ar
plied, that he was withdrawing
his applications.
demi excellence is not a new
experience for the Saulsberry
youth. As a freshman he won
first place in the Algebra I
contest, and first place again
ROBERT SAULSBERRY
A THING OF BEAUTY—This is a model of
the ultra modern Student Center now being
erected on the LeMoyne College campus at
a cost of a half million dollars. It will con-
Fund Drive
Approximately 6,000 volunteer
workers will participate this
month in Memphis and other
points in West Tennesse in an
annual drive for funds to fight
arthritis, the nation's major
crippling disease.
A campaign goal of $60,0110 has
been set by the West Tennes-
see chapter of the Arthritis
Foundation, with donations to go
for support of medical research
as well as local treatment and
services.
H. Kirke Lewis, campaign gen-
eral chairman, noted that this
year's drive takes on added ur-
gency in light of recently-
announced plans for develop-
ment of a regional arthritis cen-
ter here. Dr. Glenr. M. Clark,
chief r s: the University of Ten-
nessee's rheumatology division,
disclosed last month that plans
for a regional center are being
considered, under sponsorship
of the West Tennessee chapter.
The chapter will be asked to
provide initial support of the
regional program, which later
would be supported by the funds
from the national chapter and
by various research funds.
tams a dining area, a
lounges, meeting rooms
tects are Gassner-Nathan-Browne.
small auditorium,
and offices. Archl-
LeMoyne Student Center Going Up
A Thing Of Beauty
Construction workers this
week began breaking ground
for LeMoyne College's Student
Center, which is expected to be
completed in the fall at a cost
of a half million dollars.
The building is the second in
the current expansion program
at the college and will replace
the frame cafeteria and tsom-
mons. Two frame faculty cot-
tages also will be torn down t.
make room for the ultra modera
buildings.
The cafeteria will not be
razed until the new edifice is, level also will have a game
ready for occupancy. I room, meeting rooms,
TWO LEVELS hook store, oost office and
The student center is designed student activity offices.
on two levels. The upper level
will contain a dining hall, OWN FUNDS
capable of seating 300; kiyien,4 The building will contain ap-
snack gallerybaandr, aoffairceldst,y loulournggeess,mia proximately 27,500 square feet.
I The auditorium will be useddining area.
as a little theatre and for lec-
tures, small concerts and some
large classes. 1
The dining hall will be in the
center of the building, with the
gallery, lounges and other fa-
cities arranged around it on
the periphery.
President Hollis F. Price said
interior furnishings will cost an.
additional $54,000.
On the lower level, directly: Construction of the biulding is
under the dining hall, will be i0 being financed by the college-II
250-seat auditorium. The lower' own funds and a loan made pos-
sible by the Community Facili-
ties Administration.
COMING TO MEMPHIS — Vice President
Hubert II. Humphrey will come to Memphis
on Friday, April 1, to speak to the Tennes-
see Education Association's State Conven-
tion, and here he is shown accepting the
Invitation from Congressman George Grider,
who will introduce him at the 10 a.m. meet-
ing in the Auditorium. Both halls wilt be
used for the 9,0041 persons expected from
throughout the state. Vice President Hum-
phrey will probably make other appear-
ances while in Memphis.
Ruling May
Boost Negro
Two Men Victims In
Weekend Murder Here
A 32-year-old woman stabbed
her husband to death last Fri-
day night, and a 39-year-old
thiek driver was shot to death
on Sunday with a small caliber
pistol in thc Woodstock area to
bring the 1966 homicide total
for Shelby County up to six for
the year.
John DeWitt McDowell, 37, of
268 Mill St, was stabbed to
death 'ast Friday night during
an argument which developed
about his staying away from
home drinking after his wife
had told him co come home.
Police said that after the man
came home, the argument con-
tinued and Mrs. Annie McDow-
ell, the victim's wife, stabbed
him in the chest with a pocket
knife.
A daughter, Diane, 14, was a'
witness to the slaying. Mr.
McDowell was pronounced dead
on arrival at John Gaston Hos-
pital.
Mrs. McDowell appeared in
City Court on Monday morning
and was charged with first
degree murder.
Ralph Coleman, 39, of 3279
Cypress, was the victim in the
slaying in the Woodstock com-
munity. Sheriff's deputies later
arrested Jasper Harris, 49, of
3720 Berry Rd. and charged him
in the slaying.
Although there were conflict-
ing statements about what took
place on Sunday morning, offi-
cials say they learned that Mr.
Coleman's sister, Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Washington, had gone
to the home of Sim Wesby at
4858 Old Raleigh-LaGrange Rd.,
to buy some fish.
After they were told that
there were no fish for sale, wit-
nesses said that Mr. Coleman
attempted to make his sister
leave the area and return home
with him, and when she refused
15 Titles Will
Be Bestowed In
Jubilee Contest
Mrs. R. Q. Venson, chairman
of Junior Royalty activities for
the Memphis Cotton Makers'
Jubilee, said plans are being
made for the junior king and
queen contest.
The title of queen will be giv-
en the girl selling the highest
number of tickets, while the boy
selling the most tickets will be
crowned king.
Other candidates participating
in the contest will receive such
titles as prince. princess, duke,'
duchess, earl, and consort.
4 A total ot 15 titles will be be-
stowed during the coronation
services.
he knocked her down and kicked 11‘
her, Registration
klereis 11, was claimed, attemp-
ted to stop, the victim from
beating and kiasing his sister,
and when he refused, Harris
shot him twice in the chest and
be died at the scene.
WASHINGTON'. L
on the part of many Negroes
is largely responsible for the
fact that 55 per cent of Southern
Negroes still are not qualified
MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
.•••••••••
Harris left the murder scene W v°te•
In a truck, deputies said, audi This was revealed by Verno
was later picked up at his Arden, director of a new cam-
home.
Sheriff's deputies said that a
group of people were in the
vicinity of Wesby's home at the
time of the slaying, and that he
is a known bootlegger, who
moved from an address on
Hawkins Mill Rd., where nu-
merous cuttings and stabbings
occurred before he moved.
COMMEMORATION
NEW YORK — (NPI) — The
annual commemoration of the'
integration of Harlem's All
Souls' Episcopal church by the
late Bishop William T. Manning
on Feb. 13 1933, was observed
last week when the clergy, choir
and organists of All Souls' and
the Church of the Ascension ex-
changed places. All Souls' pas-
tor at that time sought to minis-
ter to the Negroes moving into
the neighborhood, but was re-
buffed by the vestry, which
ordered the church closed for
repairs," Bishop Manning, how-
ever, broke the locks on the
church door and personally con-
ducted services for all who
wanted to attend.
liaign to put 2 million unregis-
tered Negroes on the rolls by the
next elections, as the U.S. Su-
preme Court upheld the con-
stitutionality of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965.
Jordan, running a foundation-
financed campaign for the
Southern Regional Council, said
"The reason for this lethargy
is that so many feel that there
is nothing in the political system
for them. Such action as that
taken by the Supreme Court wIl
help remove this feeling."
Negro registration in some
parts of the South has been
exceptionally high — 74 per
cent in Jacksonville, Fla. —
and in others, unusually low —
only 12 per cent in Mississippi.
GOOD REASON
THE HAGUE, Holland—(UPI)
—A Dutch cook was charged
with paying only half the an-
nual fee for his television li-
cense.
His explanation to the court:
"Half of what Dutcletelevision
presents is abominably bad."
ALPHA'S 'MAN OF YEAW—Each year the Alpha
Alpha fraternity cites sue of its outstanding members as
"Alpha Man of the Year," and presents him with a plaque,
and receiving the honor recently for service to the frater-
nity and the community was Dr. Hollis F. Price, president
of LeMoyne college and moderator of the United Church of
Phi
1Sc
Radio Exec Asked To
Rehire Veteran D J
A concerted effort to have
Radio Station WLOK re-hire
Dick "Care" Cole as a disc
jockey at the station is now in
progres by a group of citizens
who have banded themselves to-
gether and taken on the name
of "Action Consolidated."
The first step to have Mr.
Cole he-hired was the circula-
tion of a petition on which 1,600
signatures were obtained and
then mailed on to Jules Paglin,
a co-owner of the station at
New Orleans.
"This is our first effort to
have Mr. Cole re-hired since
the story of his dismissal ap-
peared in the TM
--STATE DE-
FENDER," a spokesman for
the group said.
"The name of Dick Cole is
synonymous with the communi-
cations and entertainment of
this cit,y and to silence him is
a great waste of human talent,
as well as disservice to the
people of Memphis," the spokes-
man added.
Mr. Cole gave ae account of
his dismissal in an earlier is-
sue of the Tri-State Defender.
He claimed that Stanley Ray,
one of the owners of the OK
radio chain, came to Memphis
from New Orleans, and in a
meeting with Jack Maurer, the
station manager, he was told
that his "attitude" was not ap-
predated by Mr Maurer or the
program manager, who hag
since moved to another station,
and that he was to be given
six weeks off without pay in
order to make him "more
humble."
When he reurned to the sta-
tion, he said he Nk as given his
final pay without any explana•
tion whatsoever.
Since that time, he hal
opened a billiard parlor on Kerr.
Also participating in the
movement to get Mr. Cole his
radio job back are Rev. Samuel
H. Herring, pastor of St. Paul
Baptist Church, and members
of the congregation. Mr. Cole id
a member of the church.
Action Consolidated said it
would wait until it receives a
reply from New Orleans before
any further action is taken.
14,500 Eligible For
New GI Bill Benefits
Some 14.500 veterans in Shel-
by County are potentially eli-
gible for benefits and services1
under the new GI Bill signed'
into law recently by President
Johnson, according to Congress-
man George Grider.
,. The new bill generally pat-1
terned after the GI bills of
World War II and Korea, is de-
signed to provide education and
training programs for those who
have served in the cold war.
"During the coming year,
over 1,900 Memphis veterans
are expected to take advantage
of the education benefits," Mr.
Grider said. "In our county
alone, this bill will provide al-
most $1,200,000 in direct bene-
fits."
Representative Grider, a co-
sponsor of the legislation, was
on hand at the White House for
the signing of the bill recently.
The educational provisions of
the bill go into effect June 1,
1966, giving the veteran ample
time to plan his schooling pro-
gra m.
In addition to the educational
benefits, the program is ex-
pected to provide VA guaran-
teed loans totaling $4,800,000 to
some 360 veterans the first
year.
Veterans covered under the
Bill are also eligible for hospi-
tal benefits and 2,300 patient
days at a cost of more than
$50,000 are expected to be made
available to applying veterans
in the first year.
All veterans who were on ac-
tive duty for more than 180
days after Jan. 31, 1955, and
honorably discharged, or whol
were discharged with less than
i 180 days service because of
service-incurred disability are
eligible for educational and
guaranteed home loan benefits.
Under the education and
training sections, monthly pay-
ments for full time training arei
$100 for veterans without de.
pendents.
ATTENDING CEREMONY IN
D. C. — Whittier A. Sengstacke,
Sr., general manager of the
Tri-State Defender, Is in Wash-
ington, D.C. this week, where
he was invited to the White
House to witness the swearing.
in ceremony of Andrew Brim.
mar as a member of the Fed-
eral Reserve Board. Accom-
panying him on the trip are
Mrs. Sengstacke and their
daughter, Ethel Marie.
Chrbt:INIIIIITieet are E. L. Young, awards chairman; Dr.
Price, accepting the award; Squire H. T. Locker& making
the presentation, and Joseph Westbrook, president of the
local chapter. Dr. Price was also named "Greek of the
Year" by the Memphis Pan
-Hellenic Council. (Withers
Photo)
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BOY SC01. 1 BANQUET—At a banquet held last Thursday
night for the South District of the Chickasaw Council of the
Boy Scouts, at Mitchell Road School, participants on the
program included such scooters as (pictured from left to
right), Oaker Spicer Eagle Scout; T. J. McGuire, III;
HI! I'm
JAMES NICHOLS
• • •
Aren't YOU ready for
a 1966 BUICK ?
Owning a BUICK
makes you feel
very Special
SEE ME AND SEE
HOW EASY IT IS —.•
BLUFF CITY BUICK
739 UNION 52 5-53 71
Phoebe is a siort-distance taker.
Likes to keep in close touch
with her friends.
The one across the street
the one next door,
the one in the next block,
and the one three houses down.
Phoebe's one of our favorite customers
Just loves her phone.
("ghat else that costs so kite makes her world 9,bite)
*. Southern Bell
2400r, orbs ulr.a.
N. .1 Ford; Paul Borda, Council president; Reverend H. C.
Nabrit, speaker; J. T. Chandler, who introduced the speak.
er; and Rufus Jones, who recognized the guests. Photo by
Withers.
Bride Of Chicagoan
The Mississippi Boulevard,
Christian church was the set-
ting last Wednesday afternoon
for the wedding of Miss Minder
J. Harris and S. J. McCoy.
Officiating was Elder Blair
T. Hunt, pastor of the church.
Music was presented by Mrs.
Emma Wilson.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Delores J. Harris and
Junnie Harris of Kansas City,
Mo., and the granddaughter of
Mrs. Alyce B. James of Port
Gibson, Miss.
Mr. McCoy is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Shannon of
Memphis.
4811111e411111ki.IIIIL
White's Chapel Negro Gets Post
WASHINGTON D C — The Denver, Colo., as Chief of the
PLAYGROUND
IMPROVEMENT
The Shelby County Conserva-
tion Board installed a -play-
ground sign, recently which has
added much beautification to
the outside appearance of the
school campus.
Playground employees for the
past summers have been Kuri
McKinney, Mrs. Thelma P.
Gates and Miss Gwendolyn
Malone.
VISITORS OF THE WEEK
The school had the following
persons to visit during the
week: Mrs. Odessa R. Tate,
Supervisor of Instruction for
Shelby County Schools. Fred-
rick Youngs, the Juvenile
Court; Mrs. Mae Belle Adair,
Rev. Louis Williams, Pastor of
White's Chapel A.M.E. church;
Mrs. Ida Mallory, Mrs. Luey
Barnett, Mrs. Hattie B o y
Mrs. Tafford Henry, and Mrs.
Mabel Youngs all parents of
•tudents at White's Chapel
School.
Mrs. Johnnie Peters, Mrs.
Ann Wrushen, and Mrs. Mattie
1Lewis members of the Shelby
IC ounty Council of Parent-
Teacher Association also made
visits.
FOUNDERS DAY PROGRAM
Founders' Day was a success-
ful observance recently, where
our theme was "Parents Ac-
cepting Today's Responsibili-
ties". The principal speaker
was Mrs. Annie Patton, who
carried out the theme of the
Given in marriage by .ni,.program during her address.
father, the bride wore a suit of' Other participants were Mrs.
Ida Owens, Mrs. Vernice Tay-
lor, Mrs. Ruthie Vann, Mrs.
Dorothy Henderson, Rev. Louis
Williams, Mrs. Geneva Haynes,
President of the P.T.A. and
Walter Calvin Parks, school
principal.
The school band rendered
several selections under the di-
rection of Kurl McKinney,
bandmaster.
blue silk knit, a white hat with
short veil, and carried a bou-
quet of white carnations.
"WANTED"
WINDOW WASHERS
O'Ver 21 with Driver's License.
Clean, Neat Habits and Appear-
ance. Will Train.
'e.Xernp his "Window
cleaning company
147 South Third St.
Ifs,(
Folks CNN
A Loot Way
'To Deal
With
PRYOR
OLDSMOIILE
New F-85 Oldsmobile:
Sfortlei At
$2151
let morlloto Doilvory
TORONADOS
NEW CAR TRADE-INS
'63 Dodge $1095 '62 F-85 $995
'62 F-85 $1095
Coarrorrrible, asterear4c, redis
I roarer. firmi.untiou rid wit%
wilt* top.
'65 Corva. $1695
Crwvulr, do.. Maus, Orslitt
arldr, COOS ruilwc
'64 Olds $2395
"111" Tewe fed., Ail 110.41
rod sir.
'63 Olds $1995
DTbswile -111" 1 correeper
rape., full power and rrir.
'64 Olds $1895
N. 4-deer, eareralI, Aetna
from.
•••=1,
'60 Pont. $195
4-deor porbra, strfarnafIc, pow-
., atorries, 'erre ever dart
Wee.
'65 Olds $2895
"MI" 44~ sod.. rower
Ororriae. rose brabor t.-
$•'y air. 2 to caorra from,
Club Coupe, c, stneliplif
'57 Ford $395
34~, V4, striereark, rads
sod heater, red sod wells.
'60 Olds $995
44sor -sr% full "vow mad
sm.
'63 Olds $1695
:1—'4. : aySod...
'64 Ramb. $1145
Omsk, 34~ odor, radio la
N e* sod wisibuwalls.
'63 Ford $995
Frafriumou 7.4fr roles, net* pi
hearer, vides tine.
'61 Olds $1095
'11" 44leer redo., power sad
'64 1-85 $1595
Demo 44eor. V4 feeler, str.
Diane Burks, Larry Harda-
way, Jackie Wilson, Willie Bur-
araiisar-.4
bulge, James Oliver, Cella
Faye Jefferson, Mozell Smith,
!Ernestine Jefferson, Doris Wil-
'hams, Patricia Ward, Ernest
'Braxton, Olivia Patton, Janice
'Boyd, Malcolm Boyd and Lottie
Trixie.
New Era Baptist
Honors Pastor
The members of New Era
Baptist churoh at 797 Laurel st.
honored their pastor, Rev.
Frank Briscoe; during a birth-
;day party given in his honor on
,Feb. 17, in the church annex
More than 50 of the members,
friends and families attended
the affair for Rev. Briscoe.
TEACHER OF WEEK
This honor has been given to
Mrs. Majorie Walton. She is
I-2A Teacher and resides at
2444 Howell Street.
Refreshments were served
buffet style from three beauti-
fully decorated tables. The
three-hour party was filled with
laughter of children, the flash-
ings of camera lights, the pre-
sentation of gifts and expres-
sions of good wishes
STUDENTS OF WEEK •
1.nterna1 Revenue Service has
announced the appointment of
Elliot H Gray, as assistant dis-
trict director in Albuquerque,
N. U.
This is the first time that a
Negro has been named to such
an executive position in an IRS
field office._
Gray, a federal career of-
ficial, was formerly assistant to
the IRS district director in St.
Louis, Mo.
The Albuquerque IRS district
severs the state of New Mexico
and employs approximately 220
persons. In the
fiscal year end-
ed June 30, '66,
the district col-
lected $252 mil-
ts fli
u roa lnos n and nacdoix;p et WELL!
rate taxpayers.
GHAI
Ad m inis tr atlas Division until
be was chosen for the Internal
Revenue Service's executive se-
lectiee and development pro-
gram in 1965.
After successfully completing
the executive training program,
Mr. Gray was appointed assis-
tant to the director in St. Louis.
A native of St. Louis, Mr.
Gray graduated from Sumner
High School there. He attended
Dillard University in New Or-
leans, La., and the University
of Denver where he received
an AB degree in 1953 and MPA
degree in 1958.
Gray is married to the form -
1m Vivian C. Banister of St.
Louis and they have two chil-
dren.
TEMPLE COMBE, England
Gray, 45, was (UN) A 72-year-old man was
employed b y accused by his wife in divorce
the Air Force court here of committing adult-
Accounting and Finance Center, cry with a 65-year-old widow.
More people drink
Seagram's V.O. Canadian
than any other brand of imported whisky,
(Including Scotch).
Does that surprise you?
Could be they know something you don't know! One sip
of Seagram's V.O. will tell you that it does what no other whisky can.
It defines smooth once and for all. Light? Of course.
"
'A
CUtlili 101442-A 8LEND CIF 'WAWA wsitAILS.6 YEAS Oa KAROO. SWAM WV I LIUS CO.. ILIA
You can count the advantages of a
Full Service Bank on one hand:
1.
Checking
accounts
alFIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIStoF %Ilia Ft CITWItAt roarKir MCA MAW rnpoi
1
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Students To Be Told
About Government Jobs
Two former students of Book- ed, during the past semester an
er T. Washington High school average of 2.66. During this
have been commended for high
scholastic achievements at Rust
college at Holly Springs, Miss.
In a letter to J. D. Springer,
principal of Washington, Dean
W. A. McMillan wrote: "We
are happy to report that Miss
Ruth Daugherty, a sophomore
at Rust college, and Miss Jean-
ette Johnson, a senior, have
earned places on the highest
heademic list (Dean's List) at
the college.
"Miss Johnson has maintain-
period she has maintained high
moral character and demon-
strated personal integrity. She
is a member of the Student
National Education Association,
the YWCA and the Social
Science club.
"Miss Daugherty has main-
tamed during the past semester
;an average of 2.66. She has
maintained high moral charac-
ter and demonstrated personal
integrity," Dean McMillan re-
ported.
Ghetto Merchants To
Be Checked By NAACP
NEW YORK — The National
Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People has
adopted a nation-wide project
tended by representatives of
NAACP_ youth and college units
from all sections of the country
ended on Sunday, Feb. 27.
which amounts to a declaration NAACP Executive Director
of war on retail merchants in Roy Wilkins, who addressed the
ghetto areas who exploit Ne-
gro consumers.
The plan will attack such con-
sumer abuses as overpricing for
inferior merchandise; charging
an extortionate interest rates
on installment purchases, an
short weighting. The NAACP
fire will also be directed at the
unsanitary condition of markets
and shops, another complaint of
ghetto dwellers.
The proposal which seeks to
end exploitation of Negro con-
sumers by neighborhood mer-
chants was approved at a thee-
day weekend conference of the
NAACP National Youth Work
Committee at the Sheraton-At-
lantic hotel. The conference, at-
Lbw DAISY
 •
Starts Sat. March 12
ONE BIG WEEK!
GEOROE PEPPARD
RUBEN ASHLEY
`THE THIR,D DAY
—JIODDY&DOINALL
ROMELl
Techpicolor!
meeting, praised the Committee
for its initiative in developing
the plan. He said ghetto dwell-
ers get less for the little money
they have than do other groups
of consumers, whether in the
North or South, in big or medi-
um-size cities.
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems '
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loon
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Cosh Yoe
Apolex.
Me.
Payments
500.00 $ 12.90
$1,000.00 $ 23.70
$1,500.00 $ 34.50
$2,000.00 4 .45.50
$2 500 00 $ 55.20
$5,000.00 $110.82
B, Wise! Choose
State Savings Bank
12 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At 3 Bank"
Committee Chairman Mike
Mitchell of Baltimore. Md.,
said the new "Consumer Pro-
tection Project" was prompted
by evidence of price gouging
and other abuses contained in
the McCone report on the Watts
riots and the American Jewish
Committee Report on the Phila-
delphia riots.
The reports listed price cheat-
ing and the sale of inferior
goods as an important smolder-
.1:4 grievance in each of the
riots, Mr. Mitchell declared.
Mr. Mitchell said sporadic in-
vestigations throughout the
country and recurrent com-
plaints from Negro consumers
have confirmed a long-standing
conviction that Negroes living
in ghettos are victims of ex-
ploitation.
START SURVEY
The NAACP youth leader said
the Association's new Consumer
Protection project which will be
conducted in 25 to 50 cities with
large Negro populations, to the
hest of his knowledge, will beI
the first nationally organized
campaign to combat consumer
abuses in, the ghettos.
The project, he said, will be-
gin with a comprehensive sur-
vey to compare prices of food-
stuffs, medicines, clothing and
appliances in ghetto areas with
prices charged in white neigh-
borhoods. Armed with the re-
sults of the survey, Mr. Mitchell
said the NAACP will:
1. Establish clinics to receive
and process complaints, provide
legal advice, and distribute in-
formation on such consumer
protection agencies as the Bet-
ter Business Bureau, the Depart-
ment of Weights and Measures
and others.
2. Conduct classes in consum-
er education and urge local
school boards to organize simi-
lar courses under their Adult
Education programs.
3. Urge governmental agen-
cies to increase and improve
their policing of stores in ghet-
toes.
4. Negotiate with business-
men in an effort to obtain vol-
untary reversal of objectional
practices and to take a more
active interest in the commu-
nity.
5. Launch demonstrations and
selective - buying campaigns
against shopkeepers who refuse
to ,end abuses and resist all
other efforts to get them to do
VISIT TO MEMPHIS—Roy K. Davenport,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Manpower) talks with Rear Admiral Allen
Smith, Jr., shortly after the Secretary's ar-
rival at the Naval Air Station last Thurs-
day. Also on hand to greet Mr. Davenport,
were, fromleft, Capt. Jack A. Holmes,
commanding officer, Naval Air Station, and
_
Capt. William R. Meyer, chief of staff to
Admiral Smith. Rear Admiral L. E. Hub-
bell, right, and 10 other Department of De-
fense officials accompanied Mr. Davenport
to Memphis to observe training programs
in the Naval Air Technical Training Com-
mand. (Off;.:ial U.S. Navy Photo)
Defense Dept. Aide
Tours Memphis NAS
Memphis was toured last the Department of Agricul-
Thursday and Friday by a
group of high-ranking Depart-
ment of Defense officials head-
ed by Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense (Manpower)
Roy K. Davenport.
ture's division of survey for a
year and then became a key
member of the Adjutant Gen-
eral's civilian engaged in the
development of Army person-
nel management programs
Mr. Davenport and his party A native of Oakland. Calif.,
flew to the Memphis Naval Air he has taught education and
Station late Thursday from Pen- psychology and was registrar
sacola, Fla., where they visited
the headquarters of the Chief of
Naval Air Training, Vice Ad-
miral Alexander S. Heyward,
Jr. They left Memphis on Fri-
day afternoon on a flight to
Washington, D. C.
Accompanying Mr. Davenportl
were Rear Admiral L. E. Hub-
bell, USN, Dr. R. Trumbull,
Col. C. J. Anderson, USA, Col.
Gabriel Ofiesch, USAF, Col. J.
A. Bowman, USAF, Lt. Col.
Ruth A. Lucas, USAF, First Lt.
John Tilton, USA, Frank Mc-
Kernan, Dr. J. Daniel Lyons,
Keene Peterson and Wilson
Roberts.
of Langston university in Okla-
homa. •
The purpose of the visit to
II4lemphis was to acquaint Mr.
'Davenport and his party of per-
sonnel and training experts 1
with the training programs of'
the Chief of Naval Air Tech-
nical Training, Rear Admiral
Allen Smith, Jr.
The Davenport party tourecU
representative slassrooms andj
laboratory areas of NATTC,I
and watched a fire-fighting I
demonstration before conclud-I
ing the visit.
Mr. Davenport, a graduate of
Fisk university where he re-I
ceived his bachelor arts degree'
in social anthrupology, was ap-
pointed by the Secretary of De-
fense as Deputy Secretary of
Defense in Manpower Planning
and Research on Jan. 3, 1966.
In government service for
nearly 20 years, Mr. Davenport
was a social science analyst for
Collins Chapel To
Present Musical
Collins Chapel C.M.E. Church \
choirs will present a program
entitled "Hymns of Faith,"
narratedby the Reverend Percy
Jones, Sunday, March 13, at
8:30 p.m.
Mrs. Geraldine Smith is the
president, and Reverend Wil-
liam Smith, minister.
BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS-CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED
CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
SUITE $76
527-5508
Counoil To Hear
Grider On Sunday
"The Accomplishments of the
89th Congress" will be the sub-
ject of a talk to be given by
Congressm an George G rider
next Sunday, March 13, at the
Sarah Brown Branch of the
YWCA at 5 P.M.
The appearance is being spon-
sored by the Bluff City Council
of Civic Clubs and the public is
invited.
Frank Kilpatrick is president
of the Council.
Why drink a 4 year
old Bourbon when you can
drink a 6 year old?
Why drink
a 6 year old when
you can drink an 8 year old?
WHY NOT
DRINK
8 YEAR OLD
KENTUCKY
TAVERN?
IT'S AN OLD
SMOOTHIE
16'4' Mb' ie.
Q.0_196.3
S. F. Blast Levels DuBois HQ -
By MITCHELL HIDER
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) —
An early morning explosion dc.
strayed the headquarters build-
ing of the W E. B. DuBois Clubs
Sunday, two days after the Jus-
tice Department labeled the or-
ganization a Communist froth.
No one was in the building
at the time and lo injuries were
reported. The blast shattered
most windows in the block and,
covered the street with wood
splinters and broken glass.
Arson inspector Ernest Cap-
per said "There was a wavy
concentration of gunpowder" in
the area, but ne added that the
blast "was of undetermined on
gin."
"I thought we were beingi
bombed," said Mrs. Willie Mael
Jordan, who lives across thel
street. "I thought the Viet Nam
war was corning here."
There was no fire after the
blast. Utility company inspec-
tors at the scene said the
plosion was not caused by a gas
leak.
Arson inspector Joseph Lucas
said the blast was believed to
have occurred under the stairs
of the two-story, wood•framed
building.
He said the Fire Department
was asking an army bomb dis-
losal group to i3vestigate the
ruins of the building.
Capper said a youth identified
as John Adams, 17, reported
that he and four other persons
were in the building until about
a half hour before the explosion.
It was not known if Adams was
a member of the club and Du-
Bois officers wer:! not available
for comment.
HOGUE & KNOTT
usodiss "'MN, .1/1441
dr_ s
PLAY WIN PLACE SHOW
$12,000
IN CASH
PRIZES
GRAND
PRIZE
FREE
All Expenses Paid
7 DAY TRIP
(for 2) TO
HAWAII
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
MANY $100.00 WIN PRIZES
MANY $25.0{1 PLACE PRIZES
MANY $2.00 SHOW PRIZES
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
HERE'S HOW TO WIN
n.n•PlacoShdr.v IS o Hogue 8. Knott Contest which
anyone 18 years of og• or older may play and win, *X:
Cept Hague & Knott employ..S, their families and
thor advotising agency.
Thoe will be a new gam. •voy w•Or with th• winning
ad appearing in th• Commercial Appeal and PI•Sl.
Scimitar each Wedn•sday. Pick up your IBM cards
lik• th• arms sho wn at any Hogu• & Knott Su p•r
Marko. No purchase is n•c•ssary.
To qualify ri any category, plac• your cords on top
of th• winning cards shown in each w••k's ad. If all
th• holes in your cord match oractly with th• corres-
ponding block dots printed on the winning card, re-
turn to your Hogu• & Knott Svpo MarkO and collect
your prim Th• verification as to th• authenticity of
the winning cord ,s at the sole discretion of Hogu• &
Knott. If you bend, fold or alto your cords in any
way th•y or• invol, d.
No Forced Purchas• Coupons . . (lower than dis-
count) ...W• riesove th• right to limit quantities
Non• sold to d•oloirs . . . pric•s good thru Row Tuesday.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
6 CONVENIENT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
LOCATIONS
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR
4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER
ruber APPLIANCE & FURNITURE CO.Call BR 6-2751 1348 Poplar Ave.
20 Years Serving You — We Want Your Business
NO MOREY, DOWN - 1st PAYMENT IN APRIL
 -
ry rrrt
•
Medef
REF-I312
NORGE
13 Cu. ff.
REFRIGERATOR
Freon, Ghost Holds 97 lbs
Full Width Chill Troy
Full Width Forcoloin Crisp*,
Sealed-in Illitbiduration Systorn
Holds 16 Lbs.
6-Yr, W•rranly Cr. Golden
Howl Consprossor •nd
ONLY . .
$250
Per Week
NO MONEY DOWN
First Payment
In lellay
OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!
Automatic Washer
Automatically Washes — Rinses and Spin Dries
• WOW TO•0001/011111 SofeeW
• Porcelen Plash Tub
• bclustre Wave khan ArIstor
• 5 Fresh Weter Rinses
• Super Spin Dry
• 5 yes, Transrn,suon Warranty
Riede —AWF 100i •
'1789.• •$225
Per Week
 4
MATTRESSES
Matching Springs
NO MONEY DOWN
1st Payment
in May
'99"
PORTABLE
TELEVISION
FREE Home Trial
LOW EASY
PAYMENTS
ONLY $250
Per Week
5 PIECE LIVING ROOM SUITE
$19"
3 PIECE BEDROOM SUITE
$7995
NORGE
WRINGER
WASHER
$ 1 /5
Pp Week
c•-
'7".•
ite•SsVeAgi• ' •
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Ministers' Alliance
Installs Officers
An installation service for of-
ficers of the Interdenomination-
al Ministers Alliance of Mem-
phis and Shelby County was.
held last Friday night at Col-
lins Chapel CME church.
Delivering t h e installation
sermon was Rev. W. C. Holmes,
pastor of Beulah Baptist church.
The ftibject of his message was
"The Christian Minister as
Prophet in a Secular Society."
Other participants on the pro-
gram were Rev. William Camp-
er, who read Old Testament
scripture; Rev. Calvin Mims,
who read from the New Testa-
ment; and Elder Blair T. Hunt,
who offered prayer.
An inivtation to church ioem-
bership was extended by Rev.
Percy Jones. Soloists were
Revs. Edward L. Brown and
D. S. Cunningham, tenors, and
John Charles Mickle, bass-
baritone. The offering was col-
lected by Revs. William Smith,
was the retiring president
the Alliance, Rev. Mickle, and
all officers were invited to
come to the altar.
Remarks were given by Rev.
Henry B. Stark., the new presi-
dent of the Alliance and pastor
Of St. James AME church.
/Other officers of the Alliance
are Revs. S. B Kyles, vice
president; Edward L. Brown,
secretary; J. C. Richardson,
assistant secretary; James M.
Lawson, J r. , corresponding
secretary; W. E. Ragsdale,
treasurer, and D. S. Cunning-
ham, parliamentarian.
Devotional leaders are Elder
Blair T. Hunt, and Revs. W.
L. Varnado and Miller Peace.
Committee chairmen include
Revs. T. C. Lightfoot, program;
William Smith, finance; C. J.
Gaston, education; W. J. Neal,
transportation; H. H. Jones,
J. C. Richardson and W E. 
proposition and request; and
. 
Ragsdale. Loyce 
Patrick, civic.
Other chairmen are Revs. E.
During the worship service..P. Beavers, race relations; 
an of the ministers were intro- witt T. Alcorn, putvlicity; Rev.
De-
duced and they presented their Mrs. Amanda Ballard, social
wives. Two members of the
Alliance were women and 
recreation; F. T. Sanders,
membership, and Percy F.
the installation Jones, memorial.Presiding at
AME Missionary
Group To Install
Officers Sunday
'Lester High
Band To Give
Concert
Officers of the Winston-Luster
Missionary society of Avery
Chapel AME church will be in-
stalled during a service to be
held at the church at 882 E.
Trigg ave. on Sunday, March
13, at 3 p.m.
Speaking at the installation.
service will be Rev. Delphine
Irby. pastor of the Wayman
Chapel AME church.
Officers are Mrs. Hattye L.
Harrison, president; Mrs.
Daisy Norman, vice president;
Mrs. Willie M. Bailey, record-
in—g secretary; Mrs. Ernestine
Graves, assistant secretary;
Mrs. Dorothy Coleman, cor-
responding secretary; M r s.
Eva Paschal, treasurer; Mrs.
Bessie Goodman, director of
Young People and Children's
Work, and Mrs. Mettle Moore,
parliamentarian.
New Bethel's
Senior Choir
Plans Program
The senior choir of New
Bethel Baptist church
sent a Neighborhood Program
on Wednesday night, March 16
at 7:30. and members of the
Somerville Baptist church will
be guests.
Rev. Leon Brookins will be,
the guest speaker, and Mrs. ,
Eva Partee Turner will be mis-
tress of ceremonies.
On Sunday afternoon. March
20, the Friendship Choir Union;
will hold its meeting at New
Bethel at 3. and the Bogart
Brothers of radio and television
fame will appear as guests.
Dr. L. Branch is president of
the Union, E. C. Johnson, man-
ager; and Miss Margaret
Foote, mistress of ceremonies.
Rev. G. G. Brown is pastor
and Miss Lilly Mae Evans is
church reporter.
New Bethel is located at 2215
Stovall st.
The senior choir of Beulah
Baptist church at 2407 Douglass
ave. will present an "Arts Ap-
preciation" hour on Sunday,
March 13. beginning at 3:30,
and the public is invited.
Appearing on the program
will be the Lester High school
band under the direction of
William G. Cowser.
Mrs. Sarah Collins is presi-
dent of the choir, and Mrs.
Mildred Wilson vice president
and publicity chairman.
Rev. W. C. Holmes is pastor
of the church.
MRS. A. LEE
YM&W Club To
will pre Observe 38th
Anniversary
The YM&W club will cele-
brate its 38th anniversary next
Sunday during an observance to
start at 4 p.m. at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Rock Washington
of 1355 Doris st
The YM&W club was organ-
ized from a Sunday school class
at St. Andrew AME church
with Mrs. Allure Stams Lee
serving as its first president,
a position in which she has
served for 38 years.
Since that time, the club has
become interdenominational,
and the membership has grown
steadily.
Mrs. Lee will receive a salute
from the club during its anni-
versary celebration.
Mrs. Katie Henderson is club
re
-
• 
Effective
•
•
•
•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
• 3100 Summer at Baltic
oblisaasammigommoimaationomilsoanowe
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CHURCH REDEDICATION —After the Rededication Pro-
gram of St. Mark Baptist Church at Collierville, Tenn.,
guest ministers pose for picture. Seated from left to right,
are: Revs. H. Torrence, S. L. Wicks, T. D. McKinney, and
H. Huges. Standing are Revs. Chester Jeans, H. Morris,
J. T. Thomas, S. Woodmancy, H. P. Sandridge, pastor of
St. Mark, J. W. Warferd, 0. L. Armour, W. M. Brown,
and H. Ford. (Photo by Gene Robinson)
St. Mark Church Holds Church Honors Pastor's Wife
Rededication Program
The St. Mark Baptist Church
(Collierville, Tenn.), pastored
by Reverend H. P. Sandridge,
worshiped in its renovated edi-
fice with a Rededication Pro-
gram last Sunday.
St. Mark, with its pastor,
Reverend Sandridge, and its
background of loyal followers,
stands firm in the pastor's mot-
to, "Go as far as you can see
and when you get there, you
can see farther." How far could
be seen is not known, but what
is seen is quite noticed. The
church has been completely
renovated with central heating
and cooling. Surrounded by
walls of birch panelling, new
pews reflected the ultra-mod-
ern lighting as the program
began.
Rev. Sandridge attributes the
success of the church to the
organizations of the church.
These organizations include the
deacon board with Hushel Mont-
gomery, chairman; the Mission-
ary Society with Mrs. Ruby
Irvin as president; the usher
board with James Jones as
president; the B. T. U. headed
by Mrs. Tommie Hall as thel
directress; the Sunday School
with James Jones as superin-
tendent; the pastor's aid soci-
ety Mrs. Minnie Jackson as
president; and the music de-
partment which is composed of
three choirs — the senior choir
with Mrs. Rachel Moore as
president, the junior choir head-
ed by Mrs. Bessie Jones, and
the choral choir with Mrs. Ida
Jeans as president.
Rev. Sandridge is a graduate
of the S. A. Owen and Rust
Colleges, and is presently do-
ing work on his B.D. degree at
the Memphis Theological Semi-
nary. He is married to the
former Miss Alice Oates, and
they are the parents of three
children, Ramelle Sandridge, a
student at Memphis State; Hu-
bon, attending Manassas High
School; and Reseil Sandridge,
five years old.
Connecticut Man
Appointed As
Scout Executive
HARTFORD, Conn. — (NP1)
—Piesident Edward R. Cole, of
the Charter Oak Council, Boy
Scouts of America, announced
the appointment of Walter E.
Gorman, Jr., of Wethersfield,
Conn. to the Council staff.
As a district scout executive,
Gorman will help to administer
and supervise the program of
Scouting within the Capitol Dis.
triet which encompasses the en.
tire city of Hartford
Hartford-born Gormar attend-
ed Saints Jr. College, Lexing-
ton, Mass. and Howard Univer-
sity
Ward Chapel
To Hear
Glee Club
Ward Chapel AME church at
1125 S. Parkway east will pre-
sent the Hamilton High school
glee club in recital on next Sun-
day, March 13, at 4 p.m., and
the public is invited.
The concert is being sponsor-
ed by the Ever-Ready club of
Ward Chapel, which seeks to
present the best for the enjoy-
ment of its audiences.
The Hamilton High glee club
has the reputation of being
one of the best singing groups
in the South.
Mrs. Julia Pleas is president
of the club, and Rev. R. L. Mc-
-Rae pastor of the church._
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CERAMIC TILE
COMPLETE BATHROOM
Low As $125.00
PLASTIC TILE REPAIRED
OR INSTALLED
ALEX — FRED
323-8477 357-1538
Subscription Order!
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
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INC.
2411 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
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Mrs. Estell Clark Tabor, wife
of the pastor of Adelaide Bap-
tist church was honored by
church members and the choir
during a program held last
Sunday afternoon.
Guest churches participating
were Ebenezer Baptist and the
Pillow Street CME.
Mrs. Gladys Hawkins, a mem-
ber of the church, was the guest
!speaker.
Mrs. Tabor is the wife of
Rev. Andrew J. Tabor. The
church is located at 1119 E.
'Trigg.
'New Vistas In Education' Is Topic
,The Men's Fellowship of Sec-
ond Congregational church will
meet in Love Hall at 762 Walk-
er ave., and the topic for dis-
cuss:on will be "New Vistas in
Education.
Participants on the panel dis-
cussion will be Edwin C. Jones,
principal of Carnes Elemen-
tary; Louis B. Hobson, princi-
pal of Manassas; and Joseph
Westbrook, supervisor of sec-
ondary education of Memphis
City Schools.
Hosts for the meeting will be
Fred Hutchins, Jerry Johnson,
Club To Present
Benefit Musical
For Owen College
The Lelia 0. Walker Art club
will present a benefit musical
program at Metropolitan Bap-
tist church next Sunday from
4 to 5:30, and the public is in-
vited.
The program is one of the
special projects assumed by the
club to raise funds for Owen
college.
Appearing on the program
will be the Owen college choir
and other noted singers of the
city.
Mrs. Christine Corpal is pres-
ident of the club, and Mrs.
Flora Cochrane, chairman of
the program.
and Moyse Jones.
Officers of the Men's Fellow-
ship for 1966 are Silas P. Wash-
ington, president; Atty. A. A.
Latting, vice president; Charles
Nichols, secretary; Frank A.
Williams, treasurer, and Dr.
John A. Beuhler, chaplain.
Men of the community are
invited to attend the meeting.
NOTICE!
Alt Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mali In Your News
Stories To Th.
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Fro," Of Any
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Bi6 /
STAR,
FREE
FOR YOU
TODAY!
DINNERWARE OF THE WEEK
WEDGWOOD & CO., LTD.
16/ /YadeDINNERPLATE
IMPORTED FROM ENGLAND
FREE!
WITH $5 PURCHASE AND
COUPON FROM MAILER
juspoIllatchee 
settings
s-paiencde
completer pieces you need at
amazing sayings
4,000 EXTRA
QUALITY STAMPS
With coupons & purchases in your Big Star
mailer. Redeem each and every valuable
coupon. It only takes 1200 Quality Stomps to
fill a saver book, so be sure and redeem your
coupons. 'Sixth week coupon good thru
March 15, 1966.
•
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SOUTIIERN MOTORS, INC
FIRST PRESIDENT HONORED—Mrs. Mary Brandon was
honored for having served as the first president of the
Parent-Teachers association at Lincoln Junior High school.
Looking on as flowers are presented her are Mrs. D. E.
the Bourbon that
didift, watch the clock!
OLD
CHARTER
Kentucky's Finest Bourbon
STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY • $6 PROOF • 4":1965, MB CHARTER DIST. CO., LOUISVILLE
Saiesberry, James Cowan, Mrs. Mart E. Brandon, Mrs.
Ernestine Young, president: Mrs. M. S. Draper. and Oliver
J. Johnson, principal of the school. McChriston Photo)
PTA Honors Founders
At Lincoln Jr. High
Founder's Day was observed
at Lincoln Junior High School
With a program sponsored by
the Parent-Teachers Associa-
tion of the school. The theme
of the program was "Our Heri-
tage."
The speaker for the program.
James Cowan, was presented
by the state president of the
P. TA,, Mrs. M. S. Draper.
Mr. Cowan, president of the
Parent-Teachers Association of
Magnolia School, gave a chal-
lenging address in which he em-
phasized the importance of PC-
rents' responsibility in the in-
1tellectual, spiritual and cultural
development of their children.
The highlight of the evening
was the presentation of awards
by Mr. Percy C. Norrise.
Awards wer e• presented to
those classes who brought in
the largest membership. Re-
cipients were Mrs. Yvonne
Green, Grade 7-1, Mrs. Doris
Wright, Grade 8-15, and Mrs.
Mary E. Robertson, Grade 9-9.
Mrs. Mary Brandon was hon-
ored by th..! association for hav-
ing served as its first presi-
,dent. Also receiving honors for
!W,1outstanding service to the Pa-
'rent-Teachers Association was1
Mrs. Georgia P. Quinn.
0. J. Johnson, school princi-
pal 'as high in his praise for
ilMrs. D. E. Saulsberry. and Mrs.
Kr: N. E. Smith for the manner in
1963 CADILLAC
1964 CADILLAC 
Sedan DeVille Full 
Power, Factory Air, 
Like New
1961 CADILLAC 
DeVille Sedan Full 
Power, Factory Air, 
One Owner
1962 CADOLLAC 
Fleetwood Full Power, 
Factory Air, Extra 
Nice
If you are 
going to buy a 
CADILLAC you
are 
better off to- b
uy at 
SOUTHERN 
MOTORS,
INC. People 
who trade 
here or a new 
car
leave the 
Best Buys 
1964 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille Full Power, Factory Air, Like New
OTHER CARS TO CHOOSE FROM, ALL MAKES
& MODELS, CLEAN, IN GOOD MECHANICAL
CONDITION. MOST OF THEM ARE ONE OWNqt.
Factory-approvej Ye/minty avail/We ONLY
/rant your Cmelillae dPnlor
• 341 Wiwi—A 61207 sr JA 7-1110
Open Ive•Ines
which the program was pre-
sented. •,
Hostesses for the evening
were the. Girl Scouts under the
sui4rvision of Mrs. Sophia
Ware. They were highly com-
plimented by all for the deli-
cious refreshments which were
served.
Mrs. Ernestine Young, presi-
dent of the Association, express-
ed sincerest thanks to all for
their enthusiasm and coopera-
Court Knocks Out opEN T11, 9 PAL DAILY
Alabama Poll Tax
,MONTGOMERY. Ala. (U P I
— A three-judge federal panel
has knoCked out Alabama'
1.54) poll tax on grounds it is
unconstitutional.
U.S. Circuit Judge Richord
T. Rives said the tax was ille-
gal and invalid "from its incep-
tion" and was one of the "last1
great pillars of racial discrim-1,
ination."
The court wiled 2 1 to do
away with the tax.
Only Mississippi and Vir-
ginia are left with the tax and
Miles Davis Recov
NEW YORK — JaLz trumpe-
ter Miles Davis was reported in
"fine condition" following min-
or surgery of the throat in Uni-
versity Hospital here.
Jack Wittamore, of Show Art-
ists Productions, a n d Davis
manager, said, "Miles is fine
now. lie has been odt of the
hospital for nearly a week and
%yin open at the Royal Arms in
Buffalo, N. Y. Monday. He is
looking forward to getting back
into the swing of things."
both states are fighting federal ,
suits to overthrow it. The tax
was outlawed in Texas last
January.
U. S. Circuit Judge Walter.
P. Gewin filed the dissenting'
opinion in the ruling. Gewin de-
clared the U. S. Supreme Court
has considered the poll tax but
never ruled it unconstitutional.
He said the other two judges
delved ''into the tragic shadows
of history following reconstruc-
tion . . . t, decide the constitu-
tionality of Alabama's present
basic poll tax law adopted in
the year 1962."
It was originally believed that
Davis was suffering from hepa-
titis. But an examination at the
hospital revealed nodules on
jazzman's vocal cords. Minor
surgery was performed to re-
move the nodules, a duplica•
lion of a similar operation per-
formed several years ago.
"The operation did nothing to
,alter the familiar rasping
1quality in his voice," Witta-
more said.
ThEse hints to help taxpayers select the Federal income
tax form that best suits ',heir needs were given to Illinois tax-
payers by District Director of Internal Revenue E. C. Coyle,
Form 1040A - This is the simplest form if you are eligi-
ble to use it. One of its special features is that if your income
was less than $5,000, the Revenue Service will figure the tax
for you. Generally, you may use this form if:
1. Your gross ir,come was less than 910,000 and
2. It consisted of wages reported on withholding tax
slatements (Form W-2) and not more than a total $200 of
other wages, interest and dividends.
If yeu itemize your deductions you must use Form 1040.
This is the regular two page form which may be used by any
individual regardless of the source or amount of income.
_ 
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START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
- Pre-Selected Used Car Bargains
Why buy someone's headache when you can buy one of these &most new cars
at FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS? These are all one-owner cars and still covered
under factory warranty.
I 
'65 MUSTANG
4-in-th•-floor, loaded with •xtras. $2095
Nor.' $47.47 Pe, ki.-..
New Thunderbird Town Landau
I 
'65 Galaxie 500
Autom otrc, power & arr. $2295
Moist' $51.46 Per Mo.
'65 Golasi• 500
2-door hardtop. 352 V•EI, Cruis•-o•matic
& power. $2195.
Notes $50.13 Per Mo.
'65 Falcon
4 door, radro & heater. S1495
Notes $34.20 Per Mo.
Farrlone 500 Hardtop (Foirlone GT Hardtop shown on pg. 2)
I 
'65 LTD,
Fully eiuipped, power & factory Clor. $2495
mot.' $56.77 Per No.
'65 Fairlone 500
2-door hardtop. Many extras. $17,95.
Not•s $44.15 Per Mo.
It only take a minute to get a better deal Nobody walks away
CHARGE YOUR DOWN PAYMENT — Trade ins accepted
WHERE YOU WILL FIND
LOW CASH SAVING
PRICES ON FINE
QUALITY FOODS AND
WHERE YOU WILL BE
SERVED WITH COURTESY
etwee see .544,4 awee Seuid
DRINK4.r 994
CAPRI
Pink - New Soft
WHITEHOUSE
Evaporated
MILK
141/2 Oz. Cans
6 For 83e
& P
CATSUP
141 Oz. Bottles
GRADE "A—
FRESH
THESE FINE A&P FOOD STORES SERVING THE
MEMPHIS AREA AND JACKSON, TENN.
4770 POPLAR 3463 SUMMER
413 N. CLEVELAND 3561 PARK AVE.
1131 FRAYSER AVE.2833 LAMAR 115 E. LAFAYETTE1437 POPLAR Jackson, Tenn.
Prices Effective Thru Saturday
7 
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The Poverty War
From all accounts, it appears
that after a year of trial and
probing, President Johnson's
war on poverty is showing re-
markable success. Its achieve-
ments already justify a force-
ful and steady expansion of its
reach. Hauling out its mighty
guns, the Administration mov-
ed ahead on all fronts in the
campaign against indigence,
disease and slums.
I The war on poverty has been
effective particularly in metro-
! politan centers where there is a
1. great concentration of the
Negro minority. The Economic
Opportunity Act, and all of the
reforms it has set in train, are
the direct consequence of a
long struggle over civil rights.
The people who understand,
who most feel the impact of the
war against poverty, are those
who (at least vicariously and
emotionally) participated in
marching and demonstrating in
Mississippi, Georgia and Ala-
bama to focus the nation's at-
tention on the plight of the se-
gregated, the ill-housed, the ill-
fed black minority amidst
aplenty.
Appalachia, that wide belt
of frozen economy and frus-
trated people covering some
nine states, was not even heard
of until the civil rights revolu-
tion stirred the nation's con-
science as .to its moral and eco-
nomic responsibility. Among
the 30 million Americans de-
fined as impoverished, de-
ROUND-AND-ROUND THEY GO, WHEN THEY STOP--7 P Jackie thit
.Robinsonf
stitute and hopeless, fully
three-quarters are white. But
the impact of the Economic Op-
portunity Act is very largely
concentrated upon the most de-
sperately deprived, embittered
and volatile slums. These insuf-
ferable black holes, not much
unlike that of Calcutta, in
many respects are the involun-
tary homes of helpless Ne-
groes.
That the Office of Economic
Opportunity made the right
choice cannot be debated by
those who have both conscience
and perception. It was a choice
dictated by time and the inef-
fable course of events.
The most heartening feature
of the Act is the forum and de-
cision-making opportunity it
provides for the poor to help
work out their own salvation in
the light of the realities of the
titanic struggle.
Apart from the economic
lift, the war on poverty has
widened the cultural horizon of
the people who were caught in
a dilemma of restricted life
from which they could not ex-
tricate themselves without a
helpful hand from without.
And the politicians who would
convert the gains of the poor
into a stream from which to
dip their political cup will be
disappointed in the end. For
the poor are smart enough to
know who is buttering their
bread.
Barbers And Race Bias
In a unanimous ruling, New
Jersey's State Supreme Court
has upheld a decision by the
State Division on Civil Rights
that a barber's refusal to cut
a Negro's hair is racial dis-
crimination prohibited by law.
Barber Philip Gatti and his
lawyers argued that hair cut-
ting is a "personal service"
outside the definition of public
accommodation. The court also
dismissed Gatti's argument
that he was not "competent" to
cut the hair of Negroes because
of its "unusual texture and
quality."
"So long as he holds that
status." the presiding justice
said. "he cannot discriminate
against a prospective patron
who seeks his service, be he
Negro or any other race, any
more than a lawyer or other
professional person may dis-
criminate for that reason."
The court saw neither logic
nor legality in Gatti's conten-
tion that the original order re-
quiring him to cut the hair of
two Negroes who originally
brought charges against him,
was "imposing involuntary ser-
vitude" on him in violation of
the 13th Amendment. This
Amendment prohibits slavery
or involuntary servitude.
"The suggestion is frivol-
ous," the Supreme Court stat-
ed. "The order does not com-
pel him to continue in the prac-
tice of barbering. It simply im-
poses on him the reasonable
and constitutional prohibitions
against discrimination on ac-
count of race, creed or color, if
he desires to continue."
This is an important decision
that should have far reaching
effect if it is obeyed. Gatti has
continued to operate his bar-
ber shop without dropping the
racial bar. The Civil Rights
Division will have to institute
criminal proceedings to compel
Gatti to abide by the court rul-
ing. Will that be done?
111•111**53,- Ti11111.14.15;a11.11111101111Sin..Z...t.:.'.
MY DREAM I
By
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
Our Jewish Brother
Recently, I was saddened —
as I am sure many other
Americans were — to read that
one of the leaders of a fine and
militant civil rights group had
made an anti-Semitic remark.
In the heat of a controversy
over school desegregation, this
individual, who is a Negro,
shouted to his audience, which
included a number of Jewish
people, a statement to the ef-
fect that Hitler had not killed
enough Jews.
Actually, I do not view this
horrible outburst as anti-Jew-
ish. I see it as anti-man and
anti-God. It would be a state-
ment to harshly condemn, com-
ing from anyone. It is singularly
despicable. coming from the
lips of a black man. For, black
people, who have been tortur-
ously burned in the crucible of
hatred for centuries, should
have become so purified of
hate in those scorching flames
as to be instinctively intolerant
of intolerance.
In the struggle for human
rights, as well as in the strug-
gle for the upward march of
our civilization, we have deep
need for the partnership, fel-
lowship and courage of our
Jewish Brother. History will
attest that the Hebrew pro-
phets belong to all people. For.
it has been their concepts of
justice and equality which
have become ideals for all races
and civilizations. .
Today, we particularly need
the Hebrew prophets because
they taught that to love God
was to love justice; that each
human being has an inescap-
able obligation to denounce evil
where he sees it and to defy a
ruler who commands him to
break the covenant.
The Hebrew prophets are
needed today because decent
people must be imbued with
the courage to speak the truth,
to realize that silence may tem-
porarily preserve status or se-
curity but that to live with a
lie is a gross affront to God.
It is scarcely a secret that
many congressmen, educators,
clergymen and leaders of no-
tional affairs are gravely dis-
-limbed by our foreign policy.
A war In which children are
incinerated by na pal m, in
N4hich American soldiers die
in mounting numbers while
other American soldiers, accord-
ing to press accounts, in unre-
strained hatred shoot the
wounded enemy as he lies upon
the ground, is a war that muti-
lates the conscience.
Yet, important leaders keep
their silence. I know this to be
true because so many have con-
fided in me that they shared
my opinions, but not my will-
ingness to state them in public.
The Hebrew prophets are
needed today because we need
their flaming courage. We need
them because the thunder of
their fearless voices is the only
sound stronger than the blasts
of bombs and the clamour of
war hysteria.
The Hebrew prophets are
needed today because Amos
said, in words that echo across
the centuries: "Let justice roll
down like the waters and right-
eousness as a mighty stfeam."
We need them because Micah
said, in words lifted to cosmic
proportions, "They shall _beat
heir swords into plowshares
and their spears into pruning
hooks.
"Nation shall n o t lift up
sword against nation. Neither
shall they learn war anymore."
We need them because Isaiah
said: "Yes, when ye make
many prayers, I will not hear.
Your hands are full of blood.
Wash you. Make you clean. Put
away the evil of your doings
from before mine eyes. Cease
to do evil."
I think the Hebrew prophets
are among us today because.
although there are many pul-
pits that are empty while
ministers physically occupy
them, there are others from
which the passion for justice
and compassion for man is still
heard.
In the days to come, as the
voices of sanity multiply, we
will know that, across thou-
sands of years of time, the pro-
phet's message of truth and
decency. brotherhood and
peace, survives; that they are
living in our time, to give hope
to a tortured world that their
promise of the Kingdom of
God has not been lost to Man-
kind. (ANP Feature)
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New Job Brings Challenge
For a number of years now,
I ever since I decided that we, as
I Negroes, must become more
i; integrated into the political, ass
well as the economic main-
stream of our country, I have
)!. been stating flatly that I would
:I; not accept a political or govern-
ment position.
1 I have campaigned for
Hubert Humphrey, Richard
Nixon (not a fond memory)
, and Lyndon Johnson (more in
protest .against .Barry .Gold-
water than for L.B.J.).
I have campaigned several
' times for Nelson Rockefeller.
„Readers of this column know
it is no secret that I have a
deep respect for Rockefeller
and believe in his sincerity and
dedication.
In every instance (including
the times I have backed the
New York Governor), I have
made it quite clear that I was
not seeking pay offs — either
financial or political. I have
been quite sincere about this.
Now, at his invitation, I have
rolled up my sleeves and gone
to work as a Special Assistant
to Governor Rockefeller and I
am equally sincere about try-
ing to do a good job for a man
who. I believe, holds in his
hands the key to a most impor-
tant need — the strengthening
of the two-party system in our
country.
The "upset" election of John
Lindsay. sparked by a Negro
revolt in voting patterns, has
opened the eyes of professional
politicians and political parties.
They now know that the Negro
vote must not be taken for
granted by either party. They
know we are becoming so-
phisticated enough tu vote for
the man, not his party.
If, with the help of a tre-
mendous Negro vote, a Rocke-
feller re-election can take place,
there will certainly be no doubt
that Republicans and Demo-
crats must become much more
sensitive to the just desires
and demands of Negro people.
A two-party system is vital to
our health as a democracy.
It is vital to the status of
our leadership role in the world
which is being critically chal-
lenged. The Negro vote can
sway the balance to prevent
permanent domination of our
city, state and local govern-
ments by either party.
There is a second vital rea-
son why I want to see liberal.
progressive Lindsay and
Rockefeller Republicanism tri-
umph. I shudder at the thought
of the Goldwater — Bill Buck-
ley conservatism being allowed
once again to capture the Re-
publican Party.
The far out right wing kooks,
goons and bigots who con-
stituted a frightening segment
of the pro-Goldwater offensive
would sign the death warrant
of whatever has been good and
fine and decent in the party of
Lincoln, Winkle, Linda ay,
Lodge and Rockefeller.
We must not allow this to
happen.
So I shall be getting around
the state, working with people
of all races and creeds and sta-
tions in life — trying to help
bring about the BIG WIN for
a wonderful American, a just
and dedicated man, a fine
Governor and a philanthopist
who learned early in life that
man is his brother's keeper. My
new job gives me a thrilling
sense of challenge. (ANP Fea-
ture).
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Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN
Naked In Solitary
There's a terrible story out
of Norfolk, Va., Prison Farm.
A 16-year-old boy who was
sentenced to the farm for
"traffic violations" no less,
was confined to solitary con-
finement in November for re-
fusing to work.
The guards took away all his
clothes and confined him to a
cell with only a blanket to wear
and sleep upon. His diet con-
sisted of bread and water for
two full days and on every
third day he was given a full
meal. After nine days, this boy
went mad and tore a strip from
his blanket and hanged him-
self.
The boy's name was Francis
Ricardo West and his mother,
Mrs. Mary Frances Riddick,
has brought a suit against the
city, the Prison Farm and one
of the guards alleging "negli-
gent, willful, cruel and inhu-
mane treatment." The city of
Norfolk, of course, has filed a
demurrer saving the allega-
tions are insufficient to hold
the city liable.
This mother may well have
a case, however: solitary con-
finement, bread and water, and
nakedness are contrary to city
ordinances.
This pled event should re-
mind us we Americans do not
"coddle" criminals, AS we often
hear from the easily outraged.
The United States, in fact.
is more severe with convicted
people than any other society
in the world. gave Saudi Ara-
bia where the law provides
chopping off a thief's hand.
The average sentence for con-
victed felons in this country
is nearly' three times as severe
as those meted out in the
United Kingdam.
Just what kind of punish-
ment is it to strip a 16-year-old
of his clothes and place him
alone in solitary confinement
cell?
To strip a man naked is the
oldest trick known to dehuman-
ize him. The sense of shame
through nakedness has played
an important role in the shap-
ing of our lives and thoughts.
When the Nazis sent groups of
Jews to the gas chambers, they
undressed them and forced
them to march to their deaths
naked.
When fathers, sons, mothers,
and daughters are marching
together naked it seems that
the intense desire to "cover
their shame." becomes very
strong. (In this case the only
way they could do it was to
die.) If they had any fight
left in them at all, the naked-
ness destroyed the last bit of
will to live.
Throughout history men in
solitary have saved their
sanity by ripping off their but-
tons and scattering them about
the dark room. Then one by
one they find theme Many of
these men have been hardened
killers, many of them imagina-
tive. But this WAS a 16-year-
old, convicted of traffic viola-
tions, with nothing but A
blanket.
MESSICK (10-12)
701 Greer St.
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TO PARENTS
The Raard of Education of the Memphis City Schools
publishes for your information the geographical descrip-
tion and map showing single geographical school zone boun-
dories for 2acie.! 10, II, and 12.
These boundaries become effective with the beginning
of the school term August 29, 1966.
Parents should check the 1966-67 school assignment
placed on the back of the report card being sent home
March 9th, Special attention is called to the notice attached
to the report card. A parent may request an assignment
other than the one placed on the report card provided a
'written request is made at the Attendance Division of the
Board of Education on or before March 21, 1966.
CARVER (10-12)
1591 PennsyLsnia
Seeesiog too the Northwest at b. Mimi..
sippi Coe cod Crump. East so Crwa to
tho I C Railroad, South •ft it.. I C Railroad
to lel& West so Raiz to Ketucky. Seth so
Keellety to laclustrial Atomic Let so lo.
ilustriel to Flor.16. SOO* ael Florida and
Florida Ertwolla to Nth city limits, West
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and this Mississippi Cost cod Nth point of
begorrnieg.
CENTRAL (10-12)
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of bogieniog.
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EAST (10-12)
3206 Poplar Ave.
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leoredoel 4 Ploilwood sod sootiootog lest
on Philwood to &ahem, North ea 
&atom
to Satowno.. Lest or Sons=wt to WO•111 • .
WO% so Wert. q No Walnut Orono, West Oa
Wel**, Grow Is liSoodloft, Sow% ow Seed -
let to littottaltitra. Weal so fittitodwiat. 
sod
ibeiaNd4ow istetodod to MO/Iood, •od 
too-
Nstst Woof ao itioltood sod 14411aoll 
ro-
e.,..... . ibit N C IINottligildsar So Nte
I. Notes, North ea Iltthre to fdalttat
I. to 4 of 
llosevlow Go-
%WWI, Staab shoo Solooded 
aod
Olio, Illsrlet so V as Meows owl
lisaftrAsw to Johobe troZisom Jaematao 
Is Ye..
all Pdtd d
4Sa
HAMILTON (10-12)
1478 Wilson St.
Illootoolos so Not Nrwthw011l at On Espree.
Iroy wed It.. Serthorn Raikood, Lest en We
Swathes Rollessod to Caper, tooth ••
C•04140 Is Piet and coothwohns Seth too
Cerkway to Coital& toed coollosolog Swells
so C.eleho to &wow Loot eat Own So Air-
oays. South en Alorw•yo I. leoltylegi end
cooterneno. South oth Hoityford ho Pals
load. Wet on Coot' loud is the L.0.•...
W., Vole-Oohs N. 6{1. Neth so ttwo Einthin•
way le tion Soothes Reilrood mod the peat
gol
HUMES (10-12)
659 N. Manassas
ilogiosilog we Nth Northast at Its, sty 1.1011,
ead Cool Eftiendoel, East •lorog Komi b-
looded and Cie to Seed Shoe. hlorth oft
Seed Street to Errol on Chrolso•
I. Aye.% Sooth on Avers to Voilitstino, East
so Volloettho to Watt..., South en Wetkifts
I. tho I. & N Railroad, Wel w tI. 1 &
Ithilecoad lo Wester., South so to
Jothrsorte. West es Jefferson to Its. Missis-
sippi Rothe. North also tth Coe Is • peel
Of tool bohemia rthd the point •1 Isolations.
KINGSBURY (10-12)
1270 N. Graham
gyo lito• Northwest it Soles owl
Grey lest so /wee to torothern North so
llorthenn to tho 1 & N Railroad, test we the
I & N leilrood to lb. it, Sollowth.
Ilk* city INelts Se • almtloNNI•rly alireCtIO•
Is Sorreeser,_ West  *kiwi Somme lo Stenos.
North soforosiorom to Toof.ile, Wel on TO-
toe Idsol., North we Maria to Mote.
Wet on Mee I. S•lens, North ea %alone
to Csonsats West so folneeks Is Plow.*
North on Flo..., le loyliss, Last so Illaytiol
Is Solaro, North en Stolen to Grey *oat the
5.'0'0 el bathing
LESTER (10-12)
2946 Mimosa Ave.
lagiftoirog on the Northwet al the Uftigth
163,0611 sod JeCtItie. Ulf soJacks.. to
Tolima. South oft Tollowaft No lyegfale East
eo twaddle to toltic. Swath en Salto( to
Somme East oth Swear to 
J 
Veat161.4 Soot%
so 1.51.1. to Joholott, Wont on ohnson
I. tost.iow. Scotto oo isstviow •64 Costs...
Etheadoil No the N C I St I laolreol, wasl
too the N C 4 St. I Railroad to the Uftoon
'mitred. North so the Union Roolrood Is
JacIlsoo aod Mgt poi*, of 141.emiel•
MANASSAS (10-12)
781 Firestone Ave.
Ithethaing •ft th• Northast et Is Wolf
River eist the city limits, East ollog the
Wolf lover to a Pcnt of May Ittema•do
South •Ion Me &steeled and May to
Chelsoa, Wet* ea Chelsea to University.
South oft Uoivoroity to Volliotine, West On
Volliotio• to Ayers, North on Ayes Sc Chel-
sea. West so Cholosa to &mond Stfeef, Sowth
so Sega Mtge tot Kai, West en Cool to
the Mississippi Ricer, North along It.. city
lomits to We Wolf River 66d the peat of
boginning,
MELROSE (10-12)
843 Dallas St.
login:nog on the Northwest al Coops. ea
Unthaws, let to Southern to Peilvogy, North
en Partway to a poiot cottoned Weot horn
Miellood through the Fergrousdo, tail &leg
this lino mod continuing Soo on hliallanal to
taariaaft•, South en Matthaei I. Southorn,
East it. Southern to Joseph**, South oft
Josoptwooe to Spottswood, East as Spottswood
to the, South on Joel to Douglass West
en Dougleos to OS  South wo Haynes to
Si',.., West en Sorrow is Pthillotwo, Mouth
on Pondleton to the Frisco R•ilriond, South-
salt 61onot this Frisco Railroad to the E..
prossw•y, Wlist en the Ispretsway to Air-
ways, North Ion Airways No Demo. West on
Dunn to Casinlia. North coo Castalth to Park.
way, hit scud North •Iong Partway is Cooper
arid contonuing North on Cooper to Sou°,
owl cod the peat of
CH is EA
DOUGLASS
,
FRAYSER (10-12)
1530 DeNwood Ave.
Itheinfornot en Nth Northwest at Thomas mood
Milliette Rood, Northocest on Milliogton
Read to Ovortwe Crossing, South so 
()ve-
te Colonial to Cascade, owl 
continuing
Saw* se Catscado and Cascod• biendod
to Woo Well Rive, West oto fa 
Wolf Si.,
fa I C hallisod. North tot tho I C 
Rail-
road toll Cornet, W•• so Carmel' t• 
Thomas,
North so ThealNil to 1.11111•064 ase4 sod
104 Mkt of litoolottioo.
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"To have what we want is riches, but to be able to do without
is power". Donald Grant.
Creating quite a stir of interest is the announcement of the
marriage of ELEANOR FAYE WILLIAMS to RONALD WEB-
STER of Chicago. The comely young bride, has a list of accom-
plishments stringing back to Melrose high school when she was
the recipient a a scholarshie to attend a summer Institute of
the National Science Foundation held at Knoxville College.
While at Melrose she was a member of the National Honor
Society, the band and also a majorette. The talented young lady
is a former "MISS CO-ETTE". Just before she began steward-
ess training in October, she appeared in the Front St. produc-
tion of "The King and I".
The young couple met while they were students at Fisk.
The groom's 'parents are friends of the HOLLIS F. PRICES
and the WHITTIER SENGSTACKES.
"An excellent show with superb music", "Beautiful Living
Ads", "SARAH CHANDLER was a dream walking", are but
a few of the comments heard about the JUGS BALL at the
SHERATON-PEABODY Friday night which drew scores of out
of town localites as well as out of towners.
Charming MARIE BRADFORD, a charter member of the
group was chairman of the dance. Other members who were
beautifully gowned and coiftured are of course, Sarah. who is
Prexy and whose sister. Ruth LaValle came down from St.
Louis for the ball, JOSEPINNE BRIDGES, DELORES LEWIS,
HELEN COOKE, whose out of town guests were ADLAH ED-
WARDS, from Indianapolis end CLARICE REED of Chicago;
ANN NELSON, HESTER MILLER, GERRI LITTLE, NEDRA
SMITH and PEARL GORDON.
BARBARA MYERS, WANDRA WASHINGTON. and KATIE
McLAUGHLIN, were here from the Washington Chapter of the
JUGS and MATTIE WASHINGTON from Baltimore also at-
tended the dance.
Holding forth at the Flamingo Room on the same night were ;
members of the RUBIAYAT SOCIAL CLUB who were giving
a "Granny Dance".
Creating a fetching' picture in their long old fashioned I
dresses were BEVERLY SMITH, President, DORIS BUCHAN-
AN, LORENE BUFORD, PEGGY COX, LAVONIA DEBERRY,
HELEN GREEN, ANN CURTIS, EVELYN MAYS, JEWELL
NORMENT, CLARA PARKER, ATTY PAYNE, MARY
RHODES, MAXINE SHIPP, MATTIE TAYLOR, HAZEL WAR-
REN, ELLEN WILSON, GLORIA WARD, JEANNETTE
WHITTAKER, EVELYN VAVASSEUR, and GLORIA YOUNG.
Saturday night at the TOP HAT and TAILS CLUB HOUSE
the TRI-STATE SPORTSMAN'S Club tossed their annual WILD
GAME DINNER which is teeny an extraordinary affair. ThF
atmosphere was relaxed as the confidants shared the loving
cup, exchanged gay banter and listened to the latest hits on
the stereo.
The buffet was heavily laden with ducks stuffed with apples
With apple cider sauce; bear with buttered parsley potatoes and
wine sauce; ground hog with sausage and hominy stuffing; ven-
ison with wine sauce, rabbit and wild rice and gravy; pheasant
with lime gelatin mold and wine sauce; antelope with horse-
radish and sauce; wild turkey with dressing and wild cherry
mold; quail stuffed with dressing; barbecued raccoon and cole
slaw; cut green beans; hot garlic bread and hot rolls.
After dinner coffee cake and punch were served as desert.
Welcoming members argi giving assurance to some of the
timid the ground hog really tastes better than it sounds were
HORACE WALLACE, president with his charming YVONNE;
and party chairman SAMUEL JOHNSON with his better half,
MARY ROSE.
Of course the pr es CHARLES PINKSTON and HOSEA
LOCKARD, who hunted up in Nebraska last fall needed no re-
assurance as they stacked their plates and tried to get MARIA
and IDA MAE to do likewise.
• HAROLD WHALUM, who needed sideboards on his plate
sheepishly offered the lame excuse that he had to eat enough
for TILLIE who was at home tuckered out after having spent
the day with their sons and their young friends seeing Pinocchio.
VERA HOWELL, was not ,so "game", and stuck with the
vegetables much to the dismay of GERALD who had wanted
her to try it all.
Swapping jokes as they made their way to the table were
TAYLOR and FRANCES HAYES, ARTHUR EARL and MAR-
THA HORNE, C. 0. and EVIE HORTON. MACE() and HAR-
RIETT WALKER, WHITTIER and MATTE SENGSTACKE,
FRED and MARGARET RIVERS, E. E. and ROBBIE RANK-
INS, who came up from Hotly Springs, HOWARD and JOYCE
PINKSTON, WILLIAM and NETTIE PARKER, BEN and IDA
OLIVE. THERON and NELL NORTHCROSS, and ERNEST
and BEATRICE PAYNE.
OSCAR and ANNIE SIMPSON, who're avid sports were
thoroughly enjoying themselves as were JOHNNIE and JUAN-
ITA ARNOLD, JOHN GAMMON, fishing enthusiast who came
over from Marion, Arkansas: ART GILLIAM, SR., H.H. and
KATHERINE JOHNSON, his mounted coon was on display and
perhaps this is what turned us against the coon; JOE SHAN-
NON, OSCAR SPHEIGHT, -DOC" LATTING with MERTIS
Nat Cole's Widow Working To Make 'Ends Meet'
LOS ANGELES — Mrs. Maria
Cole, widow of the late Nat
King Cole, has gone back intol
show business in an effort to
make "ends meet."
A report is that although
Cole made millions of dollars in
his years as an entertainer, he
died owing millions and more
to others.
Mrs. Cole
ized by the
from the late
pay off some
debts.
has been author-.
court to borrowl
singer's estate tot
of the oustanding
An accountant stated that
Cole was steeped in debts and
said his taxes would nearly
wipe out the $1.400.000 estate
left to his wife and the chil-
dren.
One firm in the Netherlands
has made a claim for $605,000 it
had made to Cole since 1961.
Medical care for Cole ran to
more than $20,000.
Ironically. a $2 million dollar
insurance policy taken out on
the singer two years before his
death was cancelled less than
three months before he beeamel
ill with cancer.
Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
ra.-- ----
„..
42 is a aeries
Garret A. Morgan (1877-1963)
It took a disaster
to prove his invention.
On July 25, 1916,a tunnel explosion
trapped over twenty men working 228feet below Lake Erie. The huge clouds
of smoke, gases, dust and debris madeit impossible for anyone to search for
survivors. Just as it seemed hopeless,
someone remembered hearing about a
man named Morgan and his invention.It seems Garret A. Morgan had been
trying to interest Ohio manufacturersin his device for a long time. It was the
"gas inhalator,” or gas mask, as we knowit today.
Morgan was summoned and quickly
arrived with his brother and two gasinhalators. Together they descended in-
to the suffocating blackness. The crowd
' waited silently at the surface. Could any-
one penetrate the smoke and gas and
come out alive? Finally, Morgan emerged
carrying a survivor. Again and again he
returned to the hole until he had saved
over a score of workmen. This remark-
able feat not only drew publicity to his
invention, but marked him a hero as
well.
Morgan didn't stop there. In 1923 he
patented another device—one that may
annoy us at times, but has undoubtedly
saved many lives—the electric stop light.
He sold the rights to a large corporation.
Morgan was awarded a gold medal by
Cleveland for his heroism in the tunnel
explosion, and settled down in thSf
city where he continued the work he
loved.
OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRA IGHT BOURDON
liVirrtaCkYSTIMISNi ROL/ROAN WM' KrY NI, P0001 • THE OLD TAYI oe oisrit LERY CO FRANKFORT & LOWSNILLCIFF:
Trio Fetes
Dr. Charles Pinkston, Squire
H. T. Lockard and Jimmie
Jones and their wives were
hosts to a group of friends dur-
ing a wild game dinner held on
Tuesday night, March 1, at
Club Paradise.
The menu included such deli-
Icacies as pheasant, which the
Itrio bagged during a hunt last
fall in Lincoln, Neb., wild tur-
key, wild duck, quail, raccoon,
-.1Nonchalants
IPlay Bridge
The Nonchalants Bridge Club
met last week at the home of
Mrs. Mildred Crawford, 1327
North Bellevue. The setting had
a St. Patrick's touch. Each
guest and member were given
a St. Patrick's favor.
After the business session,
bridge was played with Mrs.
Lytia McKinney winning 1st
prize: Mrs. Ruth Parker, 2nd
prize; and Mrs. Loretta Kateo,
3rd prize. Guest prizes were
won by Mrs. Harriet Davis
(1st) and Mrs. Alma Booth
(2nd).
The April meeting is sched-
uled for the home of Mrs. Fran-
cis Hayes.
Mrs. Lytia McKinney is the
club's reporter.
Friendly Club
Holds Meeting
The Business Men and Wom-
en's Friendly club met at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jonas
Wallace recently, and presid-
ing as the president, Mrs.
Carnella Brooks.
Club officers were installed
by Mrs. Lucille Joyner of the
Ladies Union Surprise club.
Also present were several
members of her organization.
Mrs. Alice Hayden was the
mistress of ceremonies.
Following the completion of
business, a delicious repast was
served by the Wallaces.
Mrs. Amelia Cooper is sec-
retary of the club.
Club To Sponsor
Hot Springs Trip
The Dahlia Social and Chari-
ty club is sponsoring an ex-
cursion to Hot Springs, Ark., on
Friday night, March 11.
The chartered bus will depart
at 12:30 midnight, and return
to Memphis on Sunday.
Persons interested in making
the trip should call Mrs. E.
Reed. secretary of the club at
274-0663.
Mrs. Pinkie Norman is pres-
ident of the club.
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EWELL, ARTHUR and IOLA VAUGHT, IKE WATSON, LAW-
RENCE and CECELIA WESTLEY, JOSEPKINE and JOHNNIE
WILLIAMS, A. W. and ANNIE LAURIE WILLIS, THOMAS and
VIVIAN WILLIS and JEWEL HULBERT and ERNEST
WITHERS.
The party took on a serious note when Gerald Howell read
a telegram from SUE ISII who is in Chicago expressing her
regrets for not being ahle to attend the dinner at which the
"DR. G. W. STANLEY ISH MEMORIAL TROPHY" was un-
veiled. Harriett Ish Walker, sister of the late ardent sportsman
expressed her gratitude to the group and said she thought it
very fitting that they should so honor him on the anniversary
of his death.
It was a welcome hcme party for MAJOR JAMES W. COX,
JR., when his brother GEORGE, entertained him Saturday
night at his Hubert St. apartment. MAJOR COX, has retired
after twenty, years in the Army and is visiting his parents, MR.
and MRS. JAMES COX, SR., on Supreme before entering TEN-
NESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY this spring.
On hand to greet the Major who has dtine his stint for Uncle
Sam and is still a young man, were KATHRYN and JESSIE
BROWN, she's his sister; another sister, WILLA JEFFERY,
his brother KENNETH and a cousin CLEVERN COX.
Friends listening to his many experiences and plying him
with questions were GLORIA WHITE, THOMAS MILLS,
CAROLYN VAULX, ANN WILLIAMS, IRA SPILLERS, BISHOP
TROTTER, McKISSACK MALONE, WILLIE BROWN, MIL-
DRED TAYLOR4 OSSIE BROOKS and BARBARA MULL. •
Friday evening MARTHA BROWN from Coldwater came
up to enteitain her club, the VIP BRIDGE CLUB at her club
member BERNICE COLE'S South Parkway residence.
SOCIETY MERRY GO ROUND — (CONTINUED Galley 2
Martha gifted her prize winners with jewelry, serving trays
and planters. Club members winning were EARLINE MOB-
LEY, FAYE G. LEWIS and MAUDE GILLISPIE who also hails
from Coldwater. MARIDELLE REED had no trouble winning
the guest prize, she was the only guest.
Other club members playing bridge and discussing plans
for their pre-St. Patrick dance which will be March 11, at
Currie's were EMMA JEAN STOTTS, VALTINA ROBINSON,
VELMA LOIS JONES, SFIELIA ROBERTSON and MARIE
MOTI,OW
ODESTEEN HERNDON chose the Flame to fete the LOS
FABULOSES BRIDGE CLUB Saturday night. The very likable
Odesteen selected lingerie, cigarette cases, fancy soap, an um-
brella, and a shell for her gifts. And then she gave more tokens
for the one who had the mut change in her purse and other
little antics much to the delight of her members and guests. I
Capturing prizes were MARY ETHEL JONES, DORIS RAY,
NINA BRAYON. and guests JOYCE BLACKMON and NORMA
GRIFFIN.
Other members playing were ZERNIA PEACOCK, NEET
WATSON, RUBY LEWIS, JUANITA LEWIS, ROSE EVANS,
LOIS TARPLEY, ELLENE PHILLIPS and NEDRA JORDAN.
And you kribw Saturday, was the first Saturday of the
month and that's when the sororities meet.
The AKAs were celebrating the thirty-second annivrsary of
BETA EPSILON OMEGA CHAPTER and charter member
ETHEL PERKINS whnse name is synonymous with ALPHA
KAPPA ALPHA SORORIT1 was given a plaque for her out-
standing contributions tr, the Sorority and also a beautiful birth-
day,cake, which was an added surprise.
Hostesses for the meeting were Ethel Perkins, Chairman,
ELMA MARDIS, GEORGIA QUINN, ANNIE BELLE SAUN-
DERS nd GARLINE SHAW. Velma Lois Jones is Basilens.
The. Sigmas met at their sorority house and elrcted BASIL-
EUS ETHEL WATKINS, CHARLIE P. ROLAND, NETTIE
RUTHERFORD and MARY BROOKS as delegates to then
regional which will be in JACKSON, MISS., Easter week-end.
ELIZABETH TOLES was hostess to the sorority.
The ALCY ACRES COUNTRY CLUB was the meeting plact
for the ZETAS and they also elected delegates to their Regional
which will be in Knoxville Easter week-nd. BASILEUS EAR-
LINE SOMERVILLE is the delegate and ZANA WARD is the
alternate. The Zetas put the finishing touches on their Blue
licehool.vueTalent Show which will be Friday night at Carver High
School.
Hostesses were SADIE MOORE, Chairman; RUTHA D.
PEGUES, VELMA McCHRISTON, ANNIE NAYLOR, MARIE
MOTLOW and BARBARA NEAL.
The DELTAS also met at the Alcy Acres Saturday evening
and they too talked about their Regional which will be held in
May at Tuskegee with one of their chapter members who is
Regional Director presiding.
They also planned their MAY WEEK activities which in-
cludes "BREAKFAST FOR M'LADY", the JUNIOR MISS
CONTEST,ThROWN AMERICA SPEAKS and the presentation
of scholarship awards.
MOSE YVONNE BROOKS is PRESIDENT of the graduate
chapter.
The WHITTIER SENGSTACKES responded to PRESIDEN-
TIAL SUMMONS and went to Washington where they attended
the swearing In of ADNREW BRIMMER, MEMBER OF THE
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD, at the WHITE HOUSE Wednes-
day March, at 10:30 in the morning. They took ETHEL MARIE
along with them to the Capitol City.
EDITOR McCANN L. P,EID, very ably represented the Tri
State Defender Sunday on -CLOSE UP" on Channel 5.
We inadvertently included the name of WINIFRED
FRANKLIN as having been present at the LES CHERIES
AMIES CLUB meeting which we reported last week. She is ill
and was not present, so sorry, and we hope she's steadily im-
proving. Oh we're not through yet, upon reading out last week's
column, we found that we had omitted the name of SALLIE
and CAFFREY BARTHOLOMEW who were very much present
at the LINKS PARTY. Guess we were in just too big a hurry.
Sorry again.
Friends At Wild Game Dinner Atty. Gen. Robert Dw ye r,Squire Charles Baker and Wil-
liam Farris.
wild rice, dressing, tossed Howard Pinkston, Mr. and Mrs.
salad, hot rolls, coffee and Travis Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
lemon and cherry tarts. Willie Lindsey, Major and Mrs.
Strong and Dr. and Mrs. Link-
wood Williams. And Bill Van Hersh, 'Mr. and
Also Rev. and Mrs. Houston !Mrs. LaFerre Harris, Mr. and
Stephens, Mr. and Mrs. Landon ,Mrs. William Cross, Mr. and
A cocktail hour preceded the ,George Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas of Ripley, Tenn.; Mr. Mrs. Charles Sueing, Mrs.
dinner, and color movies of the D. H. Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd and Mrs. Andrew Mitchell, Dr. Johnetta Kelso, Mrs. Pauline
hunting trip were shown during ;Newman, Dr. and Mrs. A. E.
the meal. Horne, Dr. and Mrs. B. T.
and Mrs. A. M. Walker, Atty.
and Mrs. C. 0. Horton, Atty.
Allen, Mrs. Julia Walker, Mr.
and Mrs. McCann L. Reid and
Guests -included Mr. and Mrs. Hodges, Dr. and Mrs. Otis General Phil M. Canale, Asst. Mr. and Mrs. William 0. Little.
100%111UMAN HAIR WIGS
WAREHOUSESALE! YOU!,MIPROERCLFRITOM 
WHY PAY RETAIL PRICE—
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I. 00.-
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SCENES FROM SIXTH NDCC BALL
CONGRATULATIONS TO QUEEN—Major George tcobin-
son, PMS and commander of local NDCC units, congratu•
lates the city queen of the NDCC, Miss Solores Moore,
during ball at Club Paradise. (Withers Photos)
PROUD MOMENT —
High school, who was
Harry Cash, principal of Hamilton
given credit for having introduced
the idea of an NDCC for Memphis schools and who had it
presented to the Board of Education through Atty. A. A.
Latting. stands with groan from his school. Seated from
WASHINGTON'S TABLE—Principal J. D. Springer po,.es
with the delegation from Washington. Seated from left are
Cadet Capt. William Triplett, Carmen Nicholson, BTW's
queen; Cadet Lt. Col. Ray mond Wells, Valery Branscomb,
SPEAKER'S TABLE—Maj. General John Beall, chief, of
staff of the Third United Slates Army, Atlanta, stresses a
point in his speech 38 others at table listen attentively.
From left are Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Walker, Mrs. Beall, Lee
C. Thompson, assistant qiiperintendent of Memphis City
left are Miss Geraldine Hibbler, Lt. Col. William T. Dick-
erson and Miss Faye Flynn. Standing from left are Capt..
T. Johnson, R. Cooper and Willie Ware, instructors; Mr.
Cash, Mrs. Gloria Velum's, and Mrs. I,illian Campbell, both
teacher sponsors.
Delbea Wilson and Cadet Major James Bobo. Standing,
same order, are Capt E. K. Davis, Capt. A. J. Hammond.
Mrs. L. J. Pope, Principal Springer, Mrs. T. .1. Harris,
Capts. W. B. Kelly and E. A. Burnpus and Mrs. A. R. Cash.
A
Schools; Mrs. George Rob+nson, Elder Blair T. Hunt, Miss
Harry Mae Simons, principal of Magnolia Elementary; Mrs.
Maxine Cash, NDCC secretary; Mrs. William Fisher and
Mr. Fisher.
GOLDEN WILDCATS — The Melrose cadets dates and
Instructors pose with Principal Floyd M. Campbell. Seat-
ed from left are Lt. Col. George Whitney, Miss Scheresade
Jones, Maj. Edward McKinney, Miss Landra Jackson and
LESTER LIONS' TABLES — The proud Lester High group
poses with Miss Melberta Meadows, second place winner
in the Miss NDCC Queen Contest. Seated from left are
Lt. Col. Henry Key, Miss Irma Washington, Capt. Labe
Waddell, Miss Meadows, Donna Cotton and Maj. Jerry
Z 4116.
4•Ff
r• •
CRACK SHOT—Jack Maurer, manager of Radio Station
WI.OK, presents city high firer trophy to Cadet Capt. Harry
Turner, of Melrose High school, as Capt. J. Locke, senior
IMS looks on. The radio station also gave first, second and
third place trophies for rifle teams to thice high school
units.
Miss Alice Edwards. Standing from left are Principal
Campbell, Miss Wa. A. Taylor, Capt. C. DeBerry and Capt.
J. D. Locke.
Malone. Standing from left are John Wesley, assistant
principal; Capt. James 7aylor, Mrs. Bettie Harris. and
Mrs. Evelyn Griffin. Capt. R. M. McDonald and George
Cox, assistant principal LaRose and former NDCC instruct-
or at Lester.
CARVER LEADS GRAND MARCH — Cadet officers of
Carver High school and their dates are seen leading the
grand march. From left are Joan Jones, Cadet Capt.
Augustus Covington. Viv iaa Townsend, Cadet Capt.
Michael Herrington, Barbara eampbell, Cadet Major
Robert Hopson, Edith Soho, and Cadet IA. C.I. Terrance
Lewis.
MANASSAS DELEGATION—The Manassas cadets are seen
here with their queen and her teacher sponsor. From left
are Capt. Childress, Capt. Ulysses Cosby, LL Col. Larry
Suarez, Miss Beulah Childress, queen of the school; Miss
Rose Caviness, teacher sponsor; Maj. Calvin Cleaves, Maj.
James Wyatt and Capt. Thurman Nordber.es.
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GREAT PHEASANT HUNT this week's Region Nine affair
Horace Greely, famous for at the Memphis State Univer-
his inviting phrase "Go West
young man," had an appeal to Bill "Bear" McClain, whosethree Memphis hunters last fall
and the results of a trip to once beaten Treadwell Eagles
Greely, Nebraska was never are favored to win the title
more elegantly exhibited than Saturday night and are given a
at a recen pheasant fete at good chance at the state crown
Club Paradise made possible next_ week at Vanderbilt, was
b y Hosea Lockard, County among the clip board carriers.
Court Squire, Charles Pinkston His Eagles wilt clash with
and Jimmy Jones. Carver if the Cobras can get
The trio and John Gammon by Michie in the first round.
of Marion, Arkansas, the con- 'It would be a premature meet-
tact man for the four days of ing for the winners of the two
hunting last November, bag-!Prep league titles.
ged the limit of 20 pheasants Should the two clash it will
each. The delectable spread be of Carver's own making be-
was supplemented by quail shot cause the Cobras were upset
in Tennessee, wild turkey and last Saturday night by Hamil-
wild duck killed in Arkansas. ton in the District 34 champion-
ship game. Treadwell is rated
the third best team in the state
and its boastful 30-1 record is
indicative of the rating. This
columnist might be setting him-
self up for criticism, but the
first time I watched Treadwell
this year the Eagles were
dumped by MUS in the Knights
of Columbus Holiday tourney.
I also happened to be on the
scene when Hollywood Junior
High lost in the finals of the
district meet. Coach Burl In-
man's team had won 16 straight
up to that point.
Whether I possess voodoo
power or not is not important;
the fact is that streaks have
Joe Trezevant and John Bow-
er, both of the Greely area
completed the hunting party.
This same region was the sub-
ject of a recent TV showing on
American Sportsman explaining
the popularity of the sport of
hunting pheasants in Nebraska.
The men were very excited ov-
er the trip and promised that
new horizons in hunting loomed
in the future for. them. They
intimated that big game hunt-
ing might be the ultimate goal
of the group. Fellows if you're
really serious about a safari
to Africa you had better hurry
up for urbanization on the dark
continent is rapidly draining
sity Fieldhouse.
the bush country of its wild to come to an end. Kentucky
game. Just the other day I saw,and Texas Western were de-
a picture of a loyal woman fol- ,feated for the first time last
lower of ousted Nkrumah dress- Saturday. Treadwell is without
ed in high fashions and looking a doubt the most talented team
sleek beside her Thunderbird in this area with _a pair of finein Ghana. shooters in Darrell Garrett and
REGION NINE PREVIEW Curry Todd. The zone press
Conspicious sitting in th VIP employed by the Eagles is their
section (on the stage of the lunsung Iseapon and fans who
gymnasium) at the finals of haven't seen them will see five
the District 34 cage tourney at players who stick on you like
Woodstock last week were sev- glue. The defense is spearhead-
eral white coaches who were ed by Paul Steele, Mike Friday
scouting their opponents for and Ronnie Goss.
ELEMENTARY CHAMPIONS—The A. B. Hill Tigers de-
feated the Lincoln Elementary school five recently by a
score of 18 to 13 for the elementary tournament champion-
ship, after knocking off the Georgia Avenue Dragons 26 to
14. Kneeling from left are Walter Gibson, Marshall Baker,
i Ways To Reduce HeartAttack Are Outlined
•
Russell Rogers, captain; Harold Smith and Gene Redditt.
Standing, same order, are Julius Harden, Hazel Coppage,
Laden Robinson, Artis Harden and Jack Douglass. In back
is King Caldwell, the coach of the Tigers. George Clark is
principal of the school. (Withers Photo)
Hamilton High Wins District
The District 34 basketballlcommences this week at Mem-
tournament which had a five Phis State, by burying Booker
day run in three gyms last,T. Washington 82-63 under a
week went true to form untilllate scoring surge.
t h e semifinals at Woodstock Hamilton and Carver played
produced the first upset when a very cautious first half but
action picked up considerablythe ultimate winner, Hamilton, 
upset host Woodstock 95-88 in over the last 16 minutes with
one of the most exciting scor- Hamilton outscoring the Cobras
ing contests you'll see in a long 38-35. Jackie Robinson was the
time. thorn that really hurt Carver
as the Cobras overcame a one
The Wildcats came back the point deficit at the start of the
next night and pulled a 59-55 final quarter to go into the
surprise to edge favored Carver lead. The lean senior sparked
for the championship. Wood- Hamilton back into the lead
stock joined Hamilton and Car- with eight straight points on
ver as Dstrict 34 representa- three onehanders from the side
tives to the Region Nine whichand a pair of free throws. Rob-
CIVIC CLUB OFFICERS—The Elliston Height Civic Club
Installed its officers recently with Attorney S. A. Wilburn
as guest speaker. Attorney Wilburn was introduced by At-
torney W. T. Dewees. Pictured are (from left to right).
standing, Attorney Wilburn, Mr. Herburt Lee, advisor to
the jr. civic members; Mr. Leroy Norton. business man-
ager: Reverend G. L. Pitts, chaplain; Mr. Leroy Baker,
IR. CIVIC (TUB OFF/CtRS—Recently installed officers of
the Ellisten Height Jr. Civic Oub and guest speakers are,
(fro= lea to right standing), Attorney S. A. Wilburn; Mr.
ff. Lee, advisor; Mr Charles Jones, parliamentarian; Al-
phonse Collins. chap!iin; Melvin Watkins. business man-
age Jackie Robinson, sergeant-at-arms; Paulett Warms- •
treasurer; Mr. Oscar Gates, vice president; Mr.
Hirsch, president; and Attorney Dewees. Seated are Mrs.
Katie Brown, advisor to the jr. civic members; Mrs. Eular
Wiclis, NAACP chairman: Mrs. Selena Baker, secretary:
Mrs Vera Watkins, financial secretary; and Mrs. Deborah
Pitts.
Arnett
lev. assistant secretary; Brenda James, treasurer; Mrs.Katie Brown, advisor, and Attorney W. T. DeWees. Seated(from left to right) are Emily Brown, president; Addle Pat-
terson. vice president; loamma Smith, secretary; andGloria Lee. financial secretary.
34 Tourney
inson hit on four attempts but a Lester 64
traveling violation nullified the Bertrand 89
two pointer. Hamilton- 77
Floor mistakes were very
costly for Carver plus the in-
ability to hit by Frank Patin°,
Willie Gunn and Herbte McNeil. Woodstock 109
The Cobras mainstays scored Hamilton 79
only 29 points between them. B.T.W. 63
Patillo got 12 with six of those Carver 63
points coming in the last five Woodstoek -88
minutes of play. McNeil saw Carver 66
many of his passes to wide Hamilton 59
open teammates near the bas-
ket go errant off nervous fm- Woodstock 82
ers.
B.T.W.
Geeter
Melrose
74
64
80
Douglass
Capleville
Mitchell
Mt. Pisgah
Manassas
Barrels'
Lester
Bertrand
Geeter
Melrose
Hamilton
B.T.W,
Carver
Six ways to reduce the risk and treat promptly a number of
of heart attack are spelled out conditions predisposing to heart
In a new booklet now available 
ciation. 
attacks. These include diabetes,from the Memphis Heart asso- high blood pressure and high
Entitled "Reduce Your Risk blood levels of 
cholesterol and
of Heart Attack," the 16-page other fatty 
substances.
,
pamphlet is the first such publi-I
'c 
Modifications in diet to pee-
ation to wrap up the latest
scientific knowledge of factors cholesterol 
elevation of serum (blood)
a r e recommeuded
which significantly increase the for 'the public as a whole, start-
risk of premature heart disease. 
'ing 
early in life, as a long-range
It was prepared by the Amen- deterrent to the development of
can Heart Association, parent i arteriosclerosis, the artery-clog-
organization of Memphis Heart ging disease process which sets
Association. the stage for heart attacks.
On the basis of population 
studies in which thousands of AVOID FATS
;middle aged persons participat- Diets rich in eggs, meat and
!e,eibdr,tehse 
this
 Hert sixar attionparcek. dairy foods tend to raise the
on heart attack risk factors: 
level of cholesterol in the blood,
the b
1 Have regular medical cheek- 
i ooklet notes. It is the high
saturated fat content of most
2. Regulate fat and cholesterol
ups. I meat and dairy foods, and the1
3. Reduce if overweight. 
cholesterol content of eggs, or-
in the diet.
4. Control high blood pressure. 
gan meats and some shellfish
which are the troublemakers.
The public is urged to replace
saturated fats in the diet with
polyunsaturated fats — such as
5. Don't smoke cigarettes.
6. Exercise regularly.
EARLY DETECTION
possible for doctors to detect
;er possible and to eat less food
v-
that is high in cholesterol.
Periodic medical checkups, 
vegetable oils and fish—where
the booklet points out, make it
"While there is no ironclad
proof that reducing the known
risks will prevent heart attacks,"
the booklet concludes, "most of
the scientific evidence points
that way. At the very least, re-
Eight Memphis students in ducing the risks can result in
the freshman class at Stillman
College in Alabama made the 
better general health and physi-
Dean's List for the fall semes- 
cal fitness for every member
of the family. Children stand to
benefit most of all, by learning
early in life to avoid eating and
living patterns that may lead to
premature hear t disease in
adulthood."
Memphians Rank
High At Stillman
ter, according to a recent re-
port from the school.
The students and their aver-
58 ages were Miss Dorothy Me-
67 Ghee, 2.83; Miss Katrina Wort-
441ham, 2.78; Stennis Truman,
49 2.57; Errol Johnson, 2.15; James 
Thornton, 2.27; William Brax-
ton, 2.06; Joe Ashton, and Miss
65 Rubystene Lawson, both .2.00.
82
62 system.
52
51
95
54
54
(Championship)
B.T.W. 63
(Third Place)
Tenn. State
Stars Set
New Marks
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. --
Four women's indoor world rec-
ords were set as two Tennessee
State Olympians paced the
field in the final session of the
1966 National Amateur Athletic
Union's indoor- track_and field
championships.
World records were set by
Tennessee teammates Wyomia l
Tyus in the 60-yard dash, Edith
McGuire in the 223, Hungary's
Szusza Nagy-Szabo in the 880
and Charlotte Cook of Compton,
Calif., in the 440.
Miss Tyus won the 60-yard
sprint in 6.5, lowering the old
mark held by three others, in-
cluding herself, by one tenth.
Miss McGuire bettered her old
mark of 24.4 in the 220 with a
time of 24.1.
Miss Nagy-Szsbo won the 880
in a record 2:08.6. The old rec-
ord was 2:10.4, set by Cleve-
land's Madeline Manning earlier
this year.
Miss Cook's record run of 54.2
erased the old record of 55.6 set
by Australian Judy Pollack in
1965.
To request a copy of the book-
let. "Reduce Your Risk of
Heart Attack," call the Mem-
phis Heart Association at 525-
0791, or drop in at the office at
Stillman college is on the 3.00 161 Jefferson Ave., Room 402
for a copy.
Bill Gaines won the 60-yard
dash in the men's division, but
was timed in 6.0, one-tenth off
his record-equalling 5.9 in the
preliminaries.
In the 600-yard run, Theron
Lewis of Southern -Liniversity of
Baton Rouge, La., set a new
AAU record with a 1:09.2. This
bettered the mark of 1:09.4 set
by Jack Yerman of the U.S.]
Army last year.
Willie Davenport, also of
Southern University, set a new
AAU mark in the 60-yard high
bur•Pes with a time of 6.9. He
bested Tennessee freshman
Richmond Flowers. Jr. by
two-tenths of a second and
lowered the AA's; mark by one-
tenth.
Southern Un',,ersity's one
mile relay team set an AAU
record of 3:12.6 in that event.
The old mark v'as 3:16.2 by
Maryland State in 1964.
YO-HO-HO
AND A BOTTLE OF CROW!
OLD CROW
Famous, Smooth, Mellow
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
SEE TEEN SPECIALS
AT All HOEHN LOTS!
SET50/N To
367 Umon
527-4471
2989 Summer
323-5594
mit. Pa! ja oti vfr PRE-SPRING
Kffirto SAVINGS
if
THE BUDGET BUY
STARLEADER
\
• ALL NYLON CONSTRUCTION
• LOW COST MILEAGE
1.70x10 - 71604
Plat Ts:
0411
OH 5300 for
Whitewalls
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
MOST CARS
• SET TOE IN ANO
TOE OUT
• ADJUST CAMINO,
ENO CASTER
O.K.INSTANT CREDIT/ We Honor All National Credit C*ds
SEE STORE NEAREST YOU
2417 Lamar 3086 Summirr I 2231 S. B•Ilevue I 3900 Jacison
327-4166 I 458-4731 I 948-8681 I 386-865S
Rost Mernpki s I
RE 5-5255 
1657 S. 3rd I 1035 Then.of
946-2041 525-4424
4
NIMIUMMINIINPRIW.141 WI MO winanchwusOlOCIOI 55111 Iffy CO TINUNIEIT
KEY TO THE CITY—Mayor William B. Ingram spoke to
a capacity crowd at First Baptist church in the Douglass
community during an installation service for the Indepen-
dent Citizens Association, and here he is shown presenting
Four Say Threats Won't
Keep Them Out Of Race
ATLANTA, Ga. — Four Negro! political candidates are aware
candidates seeking elective that "they hold an important
plac s in Alabama's history, as
well as the ;iistory of the
they were reeking "to give the United States," and that their
people a choice."
In a conference held at the
headquarters of the Southern
Christian Leadership Confer-.
and intimidation and that we
believe there will be more."
offices in Wilcox County. Ala-
bama's third poorest, said that
ence, the Negro candidates told
of their_azpirations to help not
only the Negroes but also the
white people, who they de-
scribed as being -just as
poor."
decision to seek elective office
did not come easily. He said,
that there have been threats
He prrised the four political
candidates for "symbolizing the
courage and determination of
despairing people . . . to make
sMeeting the press were Lon-1ure that their interests are
nie L. Brown, 34, candidate fort fairly represented in the fu -
State Senator from the 19thrture." During a hews confer-
District; Walter J. Calhoun, ence. much interest was direc-3:1.
candidate for sheriff; James H.
Perryman, 50, and Donnie V.
Irby, 27, candidates for the
county road commission. Calhoun told of threats and
intimidations that have beenThe political fate of the Negro
candidates will be decided on made toward him since he
May 3. qualified to run for the offit:e.
He said he had been forced to
The candidates were intro- move from his rented house in
duced by Daniel Harrell, SC- Lower Peach Tree because his
LC's field secretary in Wilcox white landlady fettled violence
County. In his introduction, by the Ku Klux Klan.
Harrell said he was telling a
brief story of how more than
14,000 Negroes in his county
"have overcome the crippling
shackles of political disfran-
chisement HEIHarrell declared that just oneyear ago there were no Negroesregistered in his county, and itwas through an intensive voter
registration drive conducted by
the Southern Christian Leader-
stip Conference that there are
now 3,700 Negroes on the regis-
tration rolls compared to some
2,100 whites.
"My county. Harrell said,
ranks third among the poorest
counties in Alabama, and 7.0th
among the most destitute com-
munities in the country."
He said that "the Negro
people of Wilcox County are now
assured for the first time of
fair representation by having
demonstrated their courage to
erter the body politic, Dem-
ocracy's most efective method
for bringing about social
change."
He added that the four Negro
ted tov ard Calhoun, a 6'2- life
long resident of Wilcox Cce,nty,
seeking te become sheriff.
a "key to the city" to Mrs. Mildred E. Nelson, the group's
first president. Mrs. Nelson is a lifetime resident of the
community and minister of music at the church located on
Mt. Olive at.
The rule is that straight Bourbon must be aged 2 years. Many
Bourbons settle for 4 years. Some for 6. But Kentucky
Tavern holds out for 8 full years. When Bourbon flavor is at
its peak. In fact we think 8 year old Kentucky Tavern is
the only Bourbon old enough—and smooth enough to drink.
Invites Doctors, Lawyers, Teachers, Government
Employees, Factory Workers, Cooks, Truck Drivers,
Farmers, Domestic Workers
Everyone Can Afford The
Beautiful
1966 FORD
MUSTANG
Come in today, and Test Drive the 'Wet" "Dnes"Regiater For
30 FREE
Expense Paid Vacations-For Two
To Hawaii For 7 Days
2450 SUMMER AYE. 
. 458-1151
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST 5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
This Selection of Fine Foods Is Strictly To
Make Things Easy For Mothers Who Have
Children In School — Shop Montesi Today
DelMONTE HALVES
PRESERVES
APRICOT, GRAPE JAM, PEACH, RED PLUM
TOTAL 4 LIMIT
18 Oz. Jar
STARK 1ST
TUNA
Chunk Style-light Meat
FRED MONTESI or
SWIFT PREMIUM
With coupon and $.5.00 additional purchase, •xctudin9
value of coupon m•rchandis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also •xclud•d in compliance with stat• low).
On• coupon per cusfemoir. Coupon •xpires Wednesday,
noon March 16.
do! -FREI5 NiONT-ESI kiltgi A
Inot
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Publisher Names Advertising Aide
CHICAGO—S. B. Fuller, pub-LverWing.
usher of the Pittsburgh Cour*.
s••
newspapers, hoiLannotired the
appointment of Harry S. Com-
erer to the newly created posi-
tion of executive assistant to
the publisher in charge of ad-
Headquartered in Pittsburgh,
Mr. Comerer will administrate
all of the advertising sales ac-
! This will include the Pitts-burgh city ‘dition, the Nation-
al, Georgia, Florida, Ohio and
Philadelphia editions.
Mr. Comerer has many years
of experience in advertising
and media sales and has been
tivities for six newspapers in the owner and operator of an
the Pittsburgh Courier group. iadvertising agency.
Junior
King and Queen
Candidates
for
:The Memphis Cotton Makers'
Jubilee
MAY 8 through MAY 14
Join the Happy Candidates
Boys and Girls Living within
Memphis and Rural Shelby County
AGES 10 through 15 YEARS
Call Mrs. R. Q. Venson 452-7148
After 6:00 P.M. 942-3311
Deadline for Applicants
APRIL 10, 1966
ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldest and Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.
ore people own RCA VICTOR than any other other television ... black and white or coke'
ONE
I WEEK
ONLY!
— THE HATHAWAY
SERIES CF-336
*•
Compare at $258.88 . . . Save $40
NO MONEY DOWN-- 1ST PAYMENT JUNE
RCA VICTOR
23-In. CONSOLE
All-channel TV performance that Invitee
semparisoa la yours with this economy-
priced RCA Victor New Vista lowboy con-
MM. Outside, there's the beautiful Contain-
INerarl-strlod cabinet with rich wood-grainfinish. Inside are many of the @arm M
on/S ah-ty fseturee found In far more expen-
sive models Powerful New Vista VHF and
UHT Tuners, 22,500-suit New Vista Deluxe
CIS*4612. big T' oval duo-cone speaker thatperforms lik• two meeker. In one to bring
eeyou static-fr "Golden Throat PM soundBright. clear pictures are yours to enjoy on
the newly developed RCA tinted Pan-O-rlypicture tube, even from aim hard-to-get
Madras.
Hardwood veneers and solids with wood.
grain finishes
tr-lsock tads loomed Illogrowal)
Mg equaro-hich picture
$
r.ri17,774
mow !rearia
WITH TRADE ONLY
PLENTY FREE PARKING BOTH STORES
BOTH STORES OPEN
8 A.M. TO 9 P.M. DAILY
APP
2
UANCE C
34111 SUMMIT.
Ir** wood ar, 4101•4.1
IMMO* 1244406
LOCATIONS1
L E. Oaths,-
R. S. Bielsko
KIM 01 PM PAWNS
WHITIFIAYIN
am 14, 0 I.
Ph... 3144105
Ortbar by PHONI
loommoilleh
MELROSE CHOIR ... Melrose High Senool auditorium will be the setting for
"An Evening of Enchantment," a program which will be presented by the
Melrose High School glee club, on Friday, March 18. Music has been selected
to appeal to all ages. The dancers are being trained by Mrs. R. C. Strong. Miss
V. P. Flowers is directress of the glee club, with Mrs. Laura W. Jones, assist-
ing. Mr. F. M. Campbell is principal. Tickets may be purchased for 50c (ad-
vance) from members of the glee chib, or 7k at the door. (Photo by Gene
Robinson.)
TEETHING PAIN
New iitorld ORA-JEL safely ends teeth-
ing pain. Just Will, Pain "flies away."
Recommended by many
pediatricians, works fast...
results guaranteed or
'honey back. Also availablein jell. g -
ora-jel
HIDE GRAY HAIR
SLICK BLACK
DOUBLE ACTION
AMPS RAY UMW(
2IRESSES NAM MPLACE
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
PEST
'EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHESWATER BUGS-RATS
Llesesed sad Bsedad
CALL. VS WORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
"WE RILL TO LIVE"
CALL
01. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Psi. PA 7-6033
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
IV CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
WHIR! FOLKS tt41 rot,
GIf PRIHRINTSAL
Silty/CV
Have Somethini
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do In
CALL JA 6-830
Jeannette Walters To
Sing Here March 30
Memphians will be given the
opportunity to hear and see so-
prano Jeannette Walters, pos-
sessor of one of the most beau-
tiful voices of her generation,
in concert at LeMoyne, March
30.
She was booked last year by
the college to appear in its
1965-66 cultural series after Co-
lumbia Artists Management
JEANNEITE WALTERS
Inc. described her as "the find
of the year.'
T h e Philadelphia-born so-
prano was the regional winner
of the Mid-Atlantic Metropoli-,
tan Opera Auditions and a fin-1
'alist in national competitions 1
in 1965.
She also appeared last year
with the National Symphony as
Pamina in The Magic Flute!
with Fritz Fall conducting.
PICKET LINE
NEWARK, N.J. — (NP!) —
A picket line was thrown around
the Robert Treat hotel last week
by the New Jersey NAACP in
protest to the National Confer-
ence of Christians and Jew3 of
New Jersey awarding ono of
Its 1966 "Brotherhood Awards"
to a man said to be contribu-
ting to the rigid system of
apartheid in South Africa. Tar-
get of the demonstration was
Charles W. Engelhard, Jr., 48-
year-old resident of Far Hills,
N.J., and chairman.
CLASSIFIED
ADS
REAL ESTATE
Long-view Heights /
Youngfarm lot 60-200
Lovely L. R.. asp D. R., 2 BR., kit.
C loundry rm. Orchard — 5 peach. 3year. 3 apple, 1 apricot. grapes. Lots
of roses. Doors & windows weather
stripped.
NICE CORNER
BRICK — McKELLAR
Large L R.. sop. DR.. kit., 2 RR..bath down. perm stairs with B R. *
tail. rm. Sp. Central beat. 15418 base-
ment with laundry room. Doublegarage
BRICK HOME ON
E. DAVANT
Lit.. pea DR. k/L,, 2 large B.R.(Uinta% & 15-13%) Wes bath. Only2 doors from bus.
Call F. L. Stiellings
386-3738
Lucille Sere RIty. CO.
1247 N. Evergreen 274-5809Member American Real Feet* Ashen
For Sale
RUMMAGE SALT: LOOKING OR
a bargain. Inequality" el
rafter, househokl item* and many
en. Sat. Feb. 26. 1666 224 Mon-
roe Ave
The young artist has ap-
peared on several occasions
with the Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra, the Baltimore
Chamber Orchestra and the
Ford Foundation Orchestra.
She moved to Baltimore at
the beginning of her high school
training and dedicated herself,
to a musical curriculum. The
Deitches Memorial Scholarship
was given her (1957-59) for
preparatory study at the Pea-
body Institute, and after com-
pleting high school in 1959 she
was awarded a scholarship to
the Peabody Conservatory
where she studied with Mme.
Alice Duschak. During this pe-
riod, she made her first pro-I
fessional appearances.
Tickets to the concert are on
sale at LeMoyne.
IPINEfr STYLED PIANO
LtIcE /41w 1165.00
WILL DELIVER
PHONE 276-4094
Hants Wringer wasitrir -irichine.--01).
Nice hardwood table and buffet, $35.0.E. Rpfrifstrator. 835
Phew, 948-4957
1---irritkag Desk
2----111.1st1—Writing MOIL 11--NIght atm*. A
real nio" drawer. cheap. If latervelied,
cw114046-4967.
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
525-9356
ADALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527.8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
323-3749
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m. - 12 a.m.
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
324-9,126
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
948-8041
Free Delivery 7 Days
6 a.m. - 11 p.m.
CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
525-1366
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Rood
398-3984
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Av..
324-9322
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
276-5051
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemore
94-9100.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
In'nat'al Harvester
Memphis Works
— NEEDS —
MECH. ENGINEERS
EXPERI. WELDERS
FACTORY WORKERS
Apply in person at Em-
ployment Office 8:00 to
4:30 Monday thru Fri-
day.
3003 Harvester Lone
An Equal Opportunity
Employer
Look For The
Indian Sign
ALL WHO COME HERE WILL BE HAPPY,
LUCKY AND SUCCESSFUL
Holy Mother Williams does not ask you who you
are, she tells you who you are, and for what you
corns. She tells you how to be what you wont to
be. Are you a person who of times appears to be
affected by bad surrounding? Are you touched by
evil hands? Do you fear disease? Do you give
up in dispoir? Does persistent bad luck fc!!ztr.•
you? Spells, unnatural conditions and evil in-
fluences of all kinds con be overcome by getting
advice and aid from a reliable adviser who boars
a reputation for her honosty and integrity. Shf
can and will help you. If you are worried, corn*
at once in person. No problem too great for this
Holy Mother. I claim no supernatural powers.
Open daily 8:00 in the morning till 10:00
in the evening including Sunday.
LOCATED AT
5869 SUMMER AVE.
PHONE 386-2458 MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
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TI4AN'S
LOAN FICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 IL 1711 UAL STREET IA 64300
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE 1
162-164-161 REALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender goes on sale
Thursday of each week at the following location
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
525-9286
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Pork Ave.
452-3101
Speedy Deliver)
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
272-3112
KANSAS ST. SUNDRY
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silveroge
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
526-3682
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & New
All Out of Town
Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
POST OFFICE -
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG #2
209 Beale
PFESCOTT DRUG
1430 S. Bellevue
942-3582
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
327-5497
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
397-9274
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948-4576
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 526-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZI ER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Flordia
948-7453
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
942-1747
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
sPoPors 303 Vance
TWO SISTER'S FOOD SHOP
2401 Eldridge
458-9878
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave.
323-5630
Prompt Delivery
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGON
251 E. McLernore
948-0374
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
9,01-7943
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920
f
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